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Fine porcelain decorative platter with wall hanger titled,
"Champions of the Field" from the Franklin Mint. Artistry by Nigel
Hemming. A limited edition platter numbered RA 1633. Plate
measures 16-1/2" x 12" and appears to be in very good overall
condition. Lot is sold to benefit St. Jude's Children's Hospital.

"CHAMPIONS OF THE FIELD" -- ST. JUDE CHARITY LOT2

Antique lithograph poster by Howard Chandler Christy, 1919, is
mounted to a canvas backing. The poster measures 40" tall x
26-3/4" wide and reads, "Americans All! Victory Liberty Loans" and
lists 14 names for different ethnic backgrounds, "proving that all
Americans should join together regardless of origin to support the
nation." Poster features the iconic "Christy Girl" holding an
American flag. Poster shows some wear along the edges, but
otherwise appears to be in very nice condition.

1919 WWI "CHRISTY GIRL" AMERICAN WAR POSTER3

Includes two early 1900s Perfecoscope stereo-optic viewers plus
57 view cards ranging from the early 1900s to the 1930s.

TWO ANTIQUE THE "PERFECOSCOPE" VIEWERS &
CARDS

4

Eight issue of the historical publication of Oregon State University's
"Beaver Dam" published in 1955. Periodicals contain news and
vintage advertising from the era. Each measures 11" tall x 8-1/2"
wide.

OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY BEAVER DAM
MAGAZINES

5

Includes four assorted antique & vintage Native American Indian
dolls ranging in size from 7-1/2" to 16" tall.

NATIVE AMERICAN DOLLS6

Two antique cast iron boot jacks including one advertising "Building
Material Suppliers" and a beetle jack marked "Bootjacks, Rich Mfg.
Foundry, Portland, Ore." The larger measures 12" long.

TWO ANTIQUE BOOT JACKS7

Vintage hexagon shaped biscuit tin features the Native American
"Hiawatha's Wedding Journey" and is marked on the bottom
"Loose-Wiles Biscuit Company - Bakers of Sunshine Biscuits." It
measures 3-1/2" tall without handle x 9-1/2" across andd appears
to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE HIAWATHA SUNSHINE BISCUIT TIN8

Vintage metal sign store display advertises German "Natural fine
cut" Cruwell smoking tobacco and features a Native American
brave smoking a pipe. It measures 15" tall x 9-1/2" wide and
appears to be in nice overall condition.

VINTAGE CRUWELL TOBACCO ADVERTISEMENT9

LOT #

Three cabin throws, each featuring a Western theme. They
measure approximately 70" long x 67" wide and all show some
signs of wear.

THREE VINTAGE WESTERN STYLE BLANKETS10

Assortment of vintage Western items including a pair of leather
gauntlet wrist cuffs (6-1/2" tall x 4-1/2" in diameter), two sets of
bookends, a flask, and a pair of stirrups.

ASSORTED WESTERN ITEMS11

Circa 1975 figurine is marked "Progressive Art Products" and
depicts a Native American Indian brave rowing a squaw in a canoe.
It measures 10" tall x 23" wide x 7" deep and appears to be in nice
overall condition.

VINTAGE CHALKWARE FIGURINE12

Five vintage wooden totems carved in Native Alaskan thunderbird
style. Largest totem measures 16-3/4" tall x 7-1/2" wide x 5" deep.

ASSORTED VINTAGE ALASKAN STYLE TOTEMS13

Includes a Native Alaskan members gourd rattle with thunderbird
motif and a Navajo rawhide rattle with lizard motif. Larger
measures approximately 16" long x 4-1/4" wide at the head.

TWO NATIVE AMERICAN SHAMANIC RATTLES14

Vintage portrait painting features the Western star Buffalo Bill Cody
and is signed lower left "J. Deutsch." It is mounted under glass in
an oval frame measuring 11" tall x 9" wide.

WILLIAM "BUFFALO BILL" CODY ACRYLIC ON BOARD15

Includes six lobby cards for the promotion of the 1957 film "Joe
Dakota" starring Jock Mahoney, Luana Patten, Charles McGraw,
Barbara Lawrence, released by Universal Pictures. Also includes a
lobby card for the promotion of the 1952 film "The Savage" starring
Charlton Heston, Susan Morrow, and Peter Hansen released by
Paramount Pictures. Each card measures 11" tall x 14" wide.

"JOE DAKOTA" & "THE SAVAGE" LOBBY CARDS16

Three antique Golden West tins including two coffee and one
pepper. Largest measures 9-3/4" tall x 7" wide x 4-3/4" deep.

THREE GOLDEN WEST ADVERTISING TINS17

Antique cardboard sign features a shaving mirror and advertises a
French made razor. It reads in French "French manufacturing razor,
with added blade, the end of the 19th century - this brand ensures
top quality, on sale here." It measures 13-3/4" tall x 6-1/4" wide and
appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE FRENCH RAZOR ADVERTISING SIGN18
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Includes antique spectacles (some with cases); tie bar; whistles;
Townsend, Montana Centennial belt buckle; Arroyo Grande belt
buckle; and Manhattan French Briar smoking pipe (no stem) with
case measuring 5-1/4" long x 2" wide.

ASSORTED VINTAGE & ANTIQUE PERSONAL EFFECTS19

Includes a carbide Universal "Auto Lite" lamp, a tin miner's teapot
lamp, a "Sticking Tommy" forged miner's candle holder, and an
electric lamp. Largest measures 4" tall x 7" wide x 3" deep.

ANTIQUE MINER'S LAMPS20

Vintage marbles in a variety of styles and sizes.
ASSORTED VINTAGE MARBLES21

Vintage pressed steel lithographed push car features a trunk which
opens & closes and a license plate which reads "WY-650." It
measures 4" tall x 12" long and appears to be in vintage condition
with some signs of rust.

WYANDOTTE PRESSED STEEL WOODY CONVERTIBLE
TOY CAR

22

Two Tonka Toys farm trucks including a rust brown truck with trailer
and a blue truck (both were stake trucks, but are now missing
stakes). Both retain their "Tonka Toys" stickers and the blue truck
features a "Tonka Farms" sticker. Truck/trailer measures 6" tall x
28" long x 6" wide.

CIRCA 1960s TONKA TOYS FARM TRUCKS23

Four vintage toy trucks including a red dump truck measuring 7" tall
x 23" long x 7" wide, an orange semi-truck, a tin lithographed
"Honey Chile #5" racecar, and a small turquoise pickup.

ASSORTED VINTAGE TOY TRUCKS24

Wood construction "Roy Rogers" acoustical guitar is made in the
USA by Jefferson Mfg. Co. Inc. It is recommended for ages 4 and
up. Unopened in the original box. Box measures 16" long x 10-3/4"
wide.

ROY ROGERS TOY ACOUSTIC GUITAR - NOS25

Wood construction "Gene Autry" acoustical guitar is made in the
USA by Jefferson Mfg. Co. Inc. It is recommended for ages 4 and
up. Unopened in the original box. Box measures 16" long x 10-3/4"
wide.

GENE AUTRY TOY ACOUSTIC GUITAR - NOS26

Black youth guitar is made by Harmony - model 01547 and features
a campsite with singing cowboys motif. This guitar has not been
tuned and is sold in as-found condition.

HARMONY YOUTH GUITAR "SINGING COWBOYS"27

Seven books related to radio and television including two RCA
Receiving Tube Manuals, Television Antennas, Tube Substitution
Handbook, Practical Radio Communication, NBC Handbook of
Pronunciation, and 1940 to 1960 Broadcast Music.

ASSORTED VINTAGE RADIO & TELEVISION RELATED
BOOKS

28

LOT #

Vintage single-sided reproduction porcelain sign advertises "Victor,
His Master's Voice" made by Ande Rooney Porcelain Advertising
Signs. It measures 11-1/4" in diameter and appears to be in nice
overall condition.

VINTAGE VICTOR ADVERTISING SIGN29

Federal Junior crystal radio set comes with both antenna and
detector dials. Manufactured by Federal Telephone & Telegraph
Co., Buffalo, NY. Each piece measures approximately 9-1/2" tall x
8-1/2" wide x 5-1/2" deep.

CIRCA 1922 FEDERAL JR. CRYSTAL RADIO SET30

DeWald model A-502 radio was manufactured in 1946. Catalin
case measures 6" tall x 10" wide x 5-3/4" deep. Radio is
unrestored, untested and as-found electronically.

VINTAGE DEWALD TABLE TOP BAKELITE RADIO31

DeWald model A-501 radio was manufactured in 1946. Catalin
case measures 6-1/4" tall x 19-3/4" wide x 5-3/4" deep. Radio is
unrestored, untested and as-found electronically. Missing the
knobs.

VINTAGE DeWALD TABLE TOP BAKELITE RADIO32

Penthouse table model radio features a hidden bar on either side
manufactured in the early 1930s. Wooden case measures 9" tall x
14" wide x 6" deep. Radio is unrestored, untested and as-found
electronically.

PROHIBITION ERA PENTHOUSE "RADIO BAR"33

Vintage cow horn speaker is mounted on a wood base with brass
plaque which reads "Mason-Bradshaw Horn Speaker." The horn
measures 22" long.

VINTAGE MASON - BRADSHAW HORN SPEAKER34

Motorola model 65 L 12 suitcase radio was manufactured in the
1940s and comes with the original cardboard shipping box. Case
measures 8-1/2" tall x 12" wide x 6" deep. Radio is unrestored,
untested and as-found electronically.

MOTOROLA SUITCASE RADIO WITH ORIGINAL BOX35

Echophone model EC-600 was manufactured in 1946/47. Wooden
case measures 10" tall x 17" wide x 9" deep. Radio is unrestored,
untested and as-found electronically. Comes with original box.

VINTAGE ECHOPHONE TABLE TOP RADIO WITH BOX36

Ufonic model C (cathedral) radio was manufactured by Echophone
in 1929. Wooden case measures 16-3/4" tall x 13-3/4" wide x 6"
deep. Radio is unrestored, untested, and as-found electronically.

ECHOPHONE UFONIC GOTHIC CATHEDRAL RADIO37

Wooden case measures 15" tall x 10-1/2" wide x 9" deep. Radio is
unrestored, untested and as-found electronically.

ANTIQUE GENERAL CATHEDRAL RADIO38

Fada model 1470 C superheterodyne radio was manufactured in
circa 1935. Wooden case measures 20" tall x 15" wide x 9-1/2"
deep. Radio is unrestored, untested, and as-found electronically.

FADA TABLE TOP TOMBSTONE RADIO39
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General Electric model A-63 table top radio was manufactured in
1935/36. Wooden case measures 18" tall x 13" wide x 8" deep.
Radio is unrestored, untested and as-found electronically.

ANTIQUE GE HIGH PROFILE TOMBSTONE RADIO40

RCA Victor model 5T superheterodyne radio was manufactured in
1936. Wooden case measures 18" tall x 13-1/2" wide x 8" deep.
Radio is unrestored, untested, and as-found electronically.

RCA VICTOR TOMBSTONE TABLE TOP RADIO41

Tombstone radio features a tuning dial that operates in opposition.
It is in a mahogany case that measures 17-1/4" tall x 14-1/2" wide x
11-1/2" deep. Radio is unrestored, untested, and as-found
electronically.

1930s CORONADO 55 BATTERY OPERATED GAMBLE -
SKOGMO

42

Antique table model, tombstone style radio with walnut and oak
finish. Measures 17" x 15" x 10-1/2. Radio is unrestored, untested,
and as-found electronically.

1930s MAJESTIC SINGLE SPEAKER 310A RADIO43

Philco model 37-38B (Early) superheterodyne radio was
manufactured in 1936/1937. Wooden case measures 18" tall x
13-1/2" wide x 9-1/2" deep. Radio is unrestored, untested, and
as-found electronically.

PHILCO TABLE TOP TOMBSTONE RADIO44

Emerson model CY-286 was manufactured in 1939. Wood case
measures 9" tall x 12-1/2" wide x 7-1/2" deep. Radio is unrestored,
untested and as-found electronically.

ANTIQUE EMERSON TABLE TOP RADIO45

Philco model 39-6173 was manufactured in circa 1930s. Wood
case measures 7" tall x 10-1/2" wide x 4-1/4" deep. Radio is
unrestored, untested and as-found electronically.

ANTIQUE PHILCO TABLE TOP RADIO46

Fada model 799 television manufactured in 1947. It features a
mahogany cabinet finish and a 10" screen. Missing the original
back. TV is unrestored, untested, and as-found electronically.

FADA TABLE MODEL TELEVISION47

RCA-Victor model 17PT9050R15516 manufactured in 1958. It
features a metal cabinet and a 17" screen. Comes with the original
back. TV is unrestored, untested, and as-found electronically.

RCA-VICTOR "THE FAIRWAY" PORTABLE TELEVISION48

Motorola model VT105M "Golden View" television manufactured in
1948. It features a mahogany cabinet finish and a 10" screen.
Missing the original back. TV is unrestored, untested, and as-found
electronically.

MOTOROLA TABLE MODEL TELEVISION49

Philco model 49-1040 television manufactured in 1949. It features
a mahogany cabinet finish and an 8-1/2" screen. Comes with the
original back. TV is unrestored, untested, and as-found
electronically.

PHILCO CONSOLE TELEVISION50

LOT #

RCA-Victor model 8-TV-323 television with AM/FM radio and
record player manufactured in 1949. It features a mahogany
cabinet finish and a 10" screen. Missing the original back. TV is
unrestored, untested, and as-found electronically.

RCA-VICTOR CONSOLE TV/RADIO/PHONOGRAPH51

RCA-Victor model 210KR435 television manufactured in 1959. It
features a mahogany cabinet finish and a 21" screen. Comes with
the original back. TV is unrestored, untested, and as-found
electronically.

RCA-VICTOR CONSOLE TELEVISION52

Magnavox model MV72J-6 television manufactured in 1952. It
features a mahogany cabinet finish and a 17" screen. Comes with
the original back. TV is unrestored, untested, and as-found
electronically.

MAGNAVOX CONSOLE TELEVISION53

DuMont model RA113-B3 television manufactured in 1950. It
features a mahogany cabinet finish and a 17" screen. Comes with
the original back. TV is unrestored, untested, and as-found
electronically.

DUMONT CONSOLE TELEVISION54

Mid-century chair advertises "Zenith Arm Chair Radio." Made by
Green Duck Co - Mastercrafters in Metal since 1906 and features
chrome arms & legs. It measures 30" tall x 22" wide x 23" deep and
appears to be in good, used condition.

VINTAGE ZENITH ADVERTISING ARM CHAIR55

Trophy Craft Company Tru-tone model #RA-G-115 S novelty horse
with saddle (silver plated and removable) radio was manufactured
in the 1940s. It measures 16" tall x 8" wide x 5-1/2" deep. Radio is
unrestored, untested and as-found electronically.

VINTAGE TRU-TONE HORSE WITH SADDLE RADIO56

Circa 1910 5 cent slot machine is constructed of metal and wood
with enameled decoration.  Manufactured by Mills Novelty Co,
Chicago, IL. Serial number 237071. It measures 24" tall x 16" wide
x 15" deep and operates without requiring coins.  Currently has no
back panel.

ANTIQUE MILLS BELL-FRUIT GUM 5c SLOT MACHINE57

Antique quarter sawn cabinet was likely previously used as
phonograph stand but works equally well as a base for a slot
machine. It measures 37-1/2" tall x 22" wide x 20" deep and
appears to be in very good condition.

ANTIQUE OAK SLOT MACHINE CABINET58

Globe-Wernicke quarter sawn oak sectional bookcase consists of
two C-9-1/2 book units, two C-11 units, one D-12-1/4 unit, ogee
top, and base with drawer. Most pieces retain their original paper
label. Stacking barrister's bookcase measures 72-1/2" tall x 34"
wide x 13" deep and appears to be in very nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE GLOBE-WERNICKE 5-STACK LAWYER'S
BOOKCASE

59
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Circa 1930s table lamp features a light-up Bakelite base with
torchiere shade. It measures 21" tall with a 5" x 5" base and a 6"
diameter shade.

ART DECO BAKELITE TABLE LAMP60

Antique quarter sawn oak filing cabinet features four drawers,
paneled sides, brass hardware, and retains a "Filing, Creelman"
sticker. It measures 52" tall x 15" wide x 27" deep and appears to
be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE OAK FILING CABINET61

Four drawer, quarter sawn oak file features paneled sides, brass
hardware, and retains the "Library Bureau Sole Makers" tag. It
measures 51" tall x 17-1/2" wide x 27" deep and appears to be in
nice overall condition.

OAK LIBRARY BUREAU SOLE MAKERS FILE CABINET62

Vintage taxidermy shoulder mount features a caribou with glass
eyes. Provenance: From the collection of world class big game
hunter, Denny Brundage.

VINTAGE CARIBOU SHOULDER MOUNT63

Vintage taxidermy shoulder mount features a caribou with glass
eyes. Provenance: From the collection of world class big game
hunter, Denny Brundage.

VINTAGE CARIBOU SHOULDER MOUNT64

Vintage taxidermy shoulder mount features a big horn Dall sheep
with glass eyes. Provenance: From the collection of world class big
game hunter, Denny Brundage.

VINTAGE DALL SHEEP SHOULDER MOUNT65

Vintage taxidermy atypical black-tailed deer mount features glass
eyes. Provenance: From the collection of world class big game
hunter, Denny Brundage.

VINTAGE NON-TYPICAL BLACK TAILED DEER MOUNT66

Vintage should mount of a wild board measures approximately 18"
tall x 21" deep and appears to be in nice overall condition.
Provenance: From the collection of world class big game hunter,
Denny Brundage.

WILD BOAR TAXIDERMY SHOULDER MOUNT67

Vintage taxidermy mount features an American beaver on a large
wood branch. It measures 17" tall x 33" wide x 16" deep.
Provenance: From the collection of world class big game hunter,
Denny Brundage.

VINTAGE AMERICAN BEAVER TAXIDERMY MOUNT68

Vintage taxidermy mount features a seated fox with glass eyes. It
measures 23" tall x 29" wide x 29" deep.

VINTAGE TAXIDERMY FOX69

Vintage taxidermy mount features a wolverine with glass eyes and
open mouth on a rock with jutting log. It measures 31" tall x 36"
wide x 27" deep. Provenance: From the collection of world class
big game hunter, Denny Brundage.

VINTAGE WOLVERINE TAXIDERMY MOUNT70

LOT #

Vintage taxidermy mount features a rattlesnake in classic striking
pose with dessert landscape. It measures approximately 12" tall x
11" wide. Provenance: From the collection of world class big game
hunter, Denny Brundage.

VINTAGE RATTLESNAKE TAXIDERMY MOUNT71

Vintage shoulder mount of a Mexican pronghorn (often called an
American antelope) measures approximately 32" tall x 22" deep
and appears to be in nice overall condition. Provenance: From the
collection of world class big game hunter, Denny Brundage.

ANTELOPE TAXIDERMY SHOULDER MOUNT72

Vintage shoulder mount of a Mexican pronghorn (often called an
American antelope) measures approximately 32" tall x 21" deep
and appears to be in nice overall condition. Provenance: From the
collection of world class big game hunter, Denny Brundage.

ANTELOPE TAXIDERMY SHOULDER MOUNT73

Vintage shoulder mount of a mule deer measures approximately
38" tall x 24" deep and appears to be in nice overall condition.
Provenance: From the collection of world class big game hunter,
Denny Brundage.

MULE DEER TAXIDERMY SHOULDER MOUNT74

Vintage taxidermy shoulder mount features an African kudu with
glass eyes. Provenance: From the collection of world class big
game hunter, Denny Brundage.

VINTAGE AFRICAN KUDU SHOULDER MOUNT75

Aoudad taxidermy half body mount measures approximately 60"
total height x 16" wide x 24" deep. Provenance: From the collection
of world class big game hunter, Denny Brundage.

BARBARY SHEEP HALF BODY MOUNT76

Vintage taxidermy shoulder mount features an African waterbuck
with glass eyes. Provenance: From the collection of world class big
game hunter, Denny Brundage.

AFRICAN WATERBUCK TAXIDERMY SHOULDER
MOUNT

77

Mount measures approximately 47" tall and protrudes 17" off the
wall. Provenance: From the collection of world class big game
hunter, Denny Brundage.

IMPALA TAXIDERMY SHOULDER MOUNT78

Vintage full bear skin rug measures approximately 70" long x 67"
wide. Provenance: From the collection of world class big game
hunter, Denny Brundage.

BEAR SKIN RUG79

Vintage full bear skin rug measures approximately 58" long x 55"
wide.From the collection of world class big game hunter, Denny
Brundage.

BEAR SKIN RUG80

Semi-automatic 8mm Nambu type 14 service pistol bears the
Nagoya arsenal mark. It appears to be a Toriimatsu Second Series
pistol dated Showa 19.5 (May, 1944). It has a 4-1/2" barrel and

WWII JAPANESE NAMBU TYPE 14 8mm PISTOL81
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measures 9" in overall length. Serial number 39408. Comes with a
newer zip-up case and appears to be in near mint condition.

Circa 1897 Webley Mark III double action revolver featuring a six
chambered cylinder. The 4" barrel is rifled and fitted with a blade
foresight and a fixed V-notch rear sight. The barrel rib is marked
"ARMY & NAVY C.S.L." for the Army & Navy Co-Operative
Society. The caliber is .455/476in. Butt is inscribed "To Samuel
Talbot in memory of July 12th, 1898." Hatched plaques of
composite materials are applied to either side of the butt. The tip of
the butt is fitted with a ring. The frame is solid with the barrel and is
nickel plated. Pistol is serial number 8257. The first Webley
revolver was adopted by both the Army and the Navy in 1887 -- the
Mark III in 1897.

WEBLEY MARK III ARMY & NAVY DOUBLE ACTION
REVOLVER

82

Sturm Ruger new model "Super Blackhawk" .44 magnum 6-shot
revolver in stainless steel finish. Pistol has a 7-1/2" barrel and
measures 13-1/2" in overall length. Serial number 84-78354.
Comes with a leather Hunter holster marked 1100 60 0E.

RUGER NEW MODEL SUPER BLACKHAWK 6-SHOT
REVOLVER

83

Sturm Ruger new model "Super Blackhawk" .44 magnum 6-shot
revolver in blued finish. Pistol has a 7-1/2" barrel and measures
13-1/2" in overall length. Serial number 87-21430. Comes with an
Uncle Mike's Sidekick holster in size 9.

RUGER NEW MODEL SUPER BLACKHAWK 6-SHOT
REVOLVER

84

Sturm Ruger "Super Blackhawk" .44 magnum 6-shot revolver in
blued finish. Pistol has a 7-1/2" barrel and measures 13-1/2" in
overall length. Serial number 5420. Comes with an Uncle Mike's
Sidekick holster in size 9.

RUGER SUPER BLACKHAWK 6-SHOT REVOLVER85

Erma model LA 22 semi-automatic 8-shot semi-automatic luger
style pistol in caliber .22LR. It has a 3-1/4" barrel and measures 9"
in overall length. Serial number 11338. Comes with two magazines
in the original box with owners guide.

ERMA LA 22 SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL86

Colt Police Positive double-action .22 caliber 6-shot revolver. Pistol
has a 6" barrel and measures 11" in overall length. Serial number
364809. Comes with a leather holster marked "204C, 22, 6, HR."

COLT POLICE POSITIVE .22 CALIBER REVOLVER87

Smith & Wesson model 10 double-action .38 caliber 6-shot
revolver. Pistol has a 6" barrel and measures 11" in overall length.
Serial number 593569. Comes with a leather holster marked 306C.

SMITH & WESSON .38 SPECIAL REVOLVER88

Beretta model 950B single action .22 short has a 9-round capacity
(1 in the tip-up barrel plus an 8-round magazine). Mini pistol has a
2-1/4" barrel and measures 4-1/2" in overall length. Serial number

BERETTA "MINX" MODEL 950B .22 CALIBER PISTOL89

LOT #
C25194. Comes with the original box.

F.I.E. model Tex .22 caliber single action 6-shot revolver. Pistol
has a 9" barrel and measures 14" in overall length. Serial number
TR44315.

F.I.E. TEXAS RANGER .22 CALIBER REVOLVER90

Smith & Wesson top break double-action 5-shot revolver is
believed to be chambered in .32 caliber. Pistol has a 3-1/4" barrel
and measures 7-1/2" in overall length. Serial number 178704.
Comes with a leather holster marked 1200.

SMITH & WESSON TOP BREAK REVOLVER91

Completely unmarked (possibly H & R model 922) .22 caliber
9-shot revolver. Pistol has a 6" octagon barrel and measures 11" in
overall length. Firearm was manufactured prior to 1968 and bears
no serial number.

.22 CALIBER 9-SHOT REVOLVER92

Sako .300 magnum bolt action rifle manufactured in Finland. It has
a 25" barrel, ornately carved stock, and measures 45" in overall
length. Serial number 106964. Comes with a Bushnell wide angle
scope, tooled leather sling, and hard side rifle case.

SAKO .300 MAGNUM RIFLE93

Bolt action 6.5mm carbine bears the Koishaikawa (Tokyo) arsenal
mark (1911-1933). The chrysanthemum marking is intact, indicating
that this rifle was likely captured in the field. The rifle has a 19"
barrel and measures 38" in overall length. Serial number 42872.
Comes with a needle type bayonet which can be folded backwards
and locks underneath the barrel. It also features a hook which was
located directly below the front sight on the right side of the rifle for
use in the bayonet fencing techniques taught to Japanese soldiers
of the period.

JAPANESE ARISAKA TYPE 44 CAVALRY RIFLE &
BAYONET

94

Bolt action 7.7mm rifle bears the Nagoya arsenal mark and
appears to be series 7. The chrysanthemum marking has been
ground off, indicating that this rifle was likely surrendered after the
war. The rifle has a 26" barrel and measures 44" in overall length.
Serial number 16163.

WWII JAPANESE ARISAKA TYPE 99 RIFLE95

Bolt action 7.7mm rifle bears the Nagoya arsenal mark and
appears to be series 2. The chrysanthemum marking has been
ground off, indicating that this rifle was likely surrendered after the
war. The rifle has a 26" barrel and measures 44" in overall length.
Serial number 75897. Comes with a type 30 bayonet with a hooked
quillon and Kokura arsenal mark. The blade measures 15-1/2" long
and the bayonet measures 20" in overall length. It is serial number
1480210 and comes with metal scabbard and leather frog.

WWII JAPANESE ARISAKA TYPE 99 RIFLE & BAYONET96
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Bolt action 7mm Mauser Chileno Modelo 1895 carbine was
manufactured by Ludwig Loewe & Co, Berlin. It has an 18" barrel
and measures 37-1/2" in length. Serial number 7971.

CHILEAN MAUSER 1895 CARBINE RIFLE97

Sturm Ruger model 10/22 .22 caliber semi-automatic carbine. Rifle
has an 18" barrel and measures 37" in overall length. Serial
number 238-15466. Comes with two 10 round magazines, extra
stock, and a hard side rifle case.

RUGER MODEL 10/22 .22 CALIBER CARBINE98

Savage bolt action .22LR caliber rifle is a model 23A Sporter. It
features a 23” barrel, plain pistol-grip stock with Schnabel forend,
original curved metal butt plate, and button magazine. Comes with
an original magazine, marked on outside "23A Sporter or NRA
Match Rifle" and "22 Long Rifle, Savage Arms, Pat - April, 28.
1908." Serial number 34868. Reported to be mechanically sound
and working as it should.

SAVAGE MODEL 23A SPORTER .22 CALIBER RIFLE99

Coast to Coast semi-automatic .22LR caliber model 42 carbine was
manufactured by Marlin Firearms Co (Marlin model 70 or 989). It
features an 18" barrel, blued finish, press checkered hardwood
stock, black plastic butt plate, metal barrel band, and 7-shot
removable magazine, and sling mounts. Comes with Atlas Coated
4x15 scope. Serial #70159389.

COAST-TO-COAST MODEL 42 SEMI AUTOMATIC
CARBINE

100

Circa 1970 Browning Arms Co. bolt action rifle is caliber .300
Winchester magnum. It was made in Belgium and has a Bausch &
Lomb scope mount. Serial number 60204 L70. No stock.

BROWNING SAFARI .300 WIN MAG RIFLE (NO STOCK)101

Sears model 101-7D (Stevens 311) 12 gauge side-by-side double
barrel shotgun. It has 20" barrels and measures 37-1/2" in overall
length. Serial number A274325. Comes with a hard side rifle case.

SEARS MODEL 101-7D 12 GAUGE DOUBLE BARREL
SHOTGUN

102

Side-by-side 16 gauge double-barrel shotgun manufactured by
August Friedrich Wilhelm Timner of Coblenz, Germany. Shotgun
has external hammers and 29-1/2" barrels. It measures 46" in
overall length. Serial number 54786.

A.F.W. TIMNER 16 GAUGE DOUBLE BARREL SHOTGUN103

Boito side-by-side 20 gauge shotgun was made in Brazil and
imported by FIE Corp, Miami, FL. It features 20" barrels and
measures 37" in overall length. Serial number 68043.

BOITO 20 GAUGE SIDE-BY-SIDE COACH GUN104

J. Stevens Arms Co. single shot 20 gauge shot gun bears a last
patent date of August 12, 1913. It has 30" barrels and measures
46" in overall length. Serial number 366LD.

STEVENS SINGLE SHOT 20 GAUGE SHOTGUN105

LOT #

Central Arms Co. single shot 12 gauge shotgun has a 32" barrel
and measures 47" in overall length. Serial number 27369.

CENTRAL ARMS CO. SINGLE SHOT 12 GAUGE
SHOTGUN

106

Black powder muzzleloader side by side shot gun is marked
"London Fine Twist" on the spine between the 36" Damascus
barrels. It measures 51" long in overall length.

ANTIQUE DOUBLE BARREL SHOTGUN107

Antique North African flintlock rifle has a 32" barrel and measures
54" in overall length.

ANTIQUE MOROCCAN FLINTLOCK MUSKET108

Like new with box Leupold matte black scope is a Mark 4 - 6.5
20x50mm LR/T.

LEUPOLD MARK 4 LONG RANGE RIFLE SCOPE110

Like new with box Bushnell scope is a AR/223 4.5-18x 40mm. Lot
also comes with a soft khaki colored bag.

BUSHNELL LONG RANGE RIFLE SCOPE & BAG111

Tasco 3700 18-36x50 spotting scope comes with tri-pod and a hard
shell case.

TASCO 3700 SPOTTING SCOPE112

Includes a Bushnell 74-4001 standard bore sighter in case, vintage
1995 ASL x-sighter Model XSS, and a Night Owl Optics night
vision monocular. All pieces appear to be in used condition.

ASSORTED GUN ACCESSORIES113

Includes an assortment of pistol grips, scope covers, Gerber knife
holster and more. The largest grip measures 6" long x 3" wide.

ASSORTED PISTOL GRIPS & MORE114

Three vintage leather holsters. One is stamped "Pickworth 221,"
one "2230" and one is unmarked. Largest measures 10" tall x 8"
wide x 2-1/2" deep and all three appear to be in nice overall
condition.

THREE VINTAGE LEATHER PISTOL HOLSTERS115

LaRue field grade 7.62mm barrel cartridge has a barrel length of
20" long.  NOTE: PredatOBR barrels only work with the
PredatOBR rifle and require a PredatOBR barrel wrench to turn
your single rifle into a rifle system.

LaRUE 7.62mm PREDATOBR BARREL CARTIDGE116

Includes 24 loose parts to a vintage FAL assault rifle.
ASSORTED RIFLE PARTS117

Leather ammo belt is marked "A 'Wild Bill' Original 105.86" and
features a pistol and knife holster. Comes with approximately 27
.44 S&W special bullets. Belt measures 36" long with a 16" knife
holster

A "WILD BILL" ORIGINAL LEATHER HOLSTER BELT118

Ammo belt is currently partially filled with seventeen .458 Win
magazine rounds. Belt is a size large and was made in the USA by
Python.

CANVAS AMMUNITION BELT119
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Includes over 100 vintage bullets with complete itemized list.
VINTAGE AMMO COLLECTION120

Assorted .44 mag caliber ammo including Hornady 44 mag,
Winchester 44 Special and a hard plastic case holding 37 rounds.

.44 MAGNUM CAL AMMUNITION121

Includes 29 full boxes of .22 bullets and one partial box of 40
bullets.

ASSORTED BOXED .22 AMMO122

Includes one unopened Blazer box, one opened Blazer box, and
one opened Winchester box of .22 bullets.

ASSORTED .22 AMMO123

Full box of .22 long rifle rimfire cartridges made by Peters. Box
holds 500 rounds.

PETERS HIGH VELOCITY 22 LONG RIMFIRE
CARTRIDGES

124

Includes 324 loose .22 bullets and 85 loose .17 Hornady. Some in
original boxes.

LOOSE .22 CAL & .17 CAL AMMUNITION125

Includes four boxes of Winchester 7.62mm 147 gr. full metal jacket
plus one full and one partial box of Federal duck & pheasant 12
gauge shotgun shells.

WINCHESTER & FEDERAL AMMUNITION126

Includes six full boxes of 12, 16, 20, and .410 gauge shotgun shells
as well as four partial boxes of shotgun shells.

ASSORTED SHOTGUN AMMO127

Includes seven full boxes of 12 gauge shotgun shells - brands
include Winchester, Remington and Kent.

ASSORTED 12 GAUGE AMMO128

Five full boxes of shot gun ammunition including Peters 12 gauge,
Remington 12 gauge, two boxes of Federal 20 gauge, and a box of
Peters High Velocity 20 gauge.

FIVE BOXES OF ASSORTED SHOTGUN SHELLS129

Includes four full boxes of 12 gauge shotgun shells.
12 GAUGE PETERS HIGH VELOCITY SHOT130

Shipping box includes ten new boxes of Kent 20 gauge, 6-shot
shotgun shells.

20 GAUGE ESTATE GAME & TARGET LOAD131

Include two full boxes of 616 Fiocchi (.209 type) shotshell primers
with 1000 per box.

616 FIOCCHI (.209 TYPE) SHOTSHELL PRIMERS132

Includes ten full boxes of 20 gauge shotgun shells.
20 GAUGE FEDERAL GAME LOAD133

Wooden crate includes approximately 500 rounds of 2001 8mm
Lebel rounds loaded onto steel feed strips. Crate measures 8" tall x
22" long x 8" wide.

CRATE OF 8MM LEBEL AMMO134

LOT #

Includes assorted vintage and contemporary shells in a wooden
divided tray measuring 17" x 22"

SHOTGUN SHELL COLLECTION CASE135

Includes plastic and metal pellet gun, filled with BBs and the
original box. Rifle measures 34" long and appears to be in very
good overall condition.

760 PUMPMASTER .177 BB GUN136

Daisy 1894 BB rifle commemorates the 1971 100th anniversary of
the National Rifle Association which was founded on November
17th, 1871. Marked “1871 – NRA Centennial – 1971” on the
receiver. It measures 38" long overall.

DAISY NRA CENTENNIAL BB GUN137

BB gun shoots .177 pellets and is made for Western Auto Supply
by Crosman Arms. Co. It measures 36" overall.

CROSMAN "REVELATION" B.B. REPEATER RIFLE138

.177 caliber BB gun revolver is made by Daisy and is the model
1871 - 1971 NRA centennial edition. Serial number 007492.

DAISY NRA CENTENNIAL BB PISTOL139

Marksman BB-repeater is a .177 caliber and shoots BBs, pellets,
and darts. Comes with original box.

MARKSMAN BB-REPEATER AIR PISTOL140

Double-sided porcelain Coke sign advertises "Iced Coca-Cola
Here." It is marked "1951, Made in Canada, P & M." It measures
18" x 20" and appears to be in excellent overall condition.

1951 CANADIAN COCA-COLA FLANGE SIGN141

Circa 1940s Westinghouse Junior cooler was made for Coke only
featuring both ice and refrigerator versions. It measures 36" tall x
26" wide x 17-1/2" deep and appears to be in nice overall condition.

VINTAGE COCA-COLA WESTINGHOUSE JUNIOR
COOLER

142

Circa 1940s Coke metal stadium vendor carrier is embossed "Drink
Coca-Cola" on the front and features a bottle opener and woven
neck strap. It measures 7" tall x 16" wide x 11" deep (without the
strap) and appears to be in good overall condition.

COCA-COLA STADIUM VENDOR BOTTLE CARRIER143

Large vintage Coke advertising sign is made of wood and hails
from Hawaii. It measures 26-1/2" tall x 91" long and appears to be
in good overall condition with signs of wear.

VINTAGE "ENJOY COCA-COLA" WOODEN SIGN144

Large metal Coke advertising sign measures 44" square and
appears to be in very good condition.

LARGE VINTAGE COCA-COLA SIGN145

Wooden corner shelf advertises 5c Coke and is painted a sunny
yellow with a delivery man at the top. It measures 48" tall x 18"
wide x 12" deep and appears to be in good overall condition.

CORNER COCA-COLA ADVERTISING SHELF UNIT146
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Vintage porcelain thermometer advertises "You're Safe... and You
Know It" with Prestone Anti-Freeze. It measures 36" tall x 9" wide.

1940s PRESTONE ANTIFREEZE ADVERTISING
THERMOMETER

147

Metal thermometer advertises Winston Cigarettes and reads "How
Good it Is." It measures 14" tall x 5-3/4" wide and appears to have
never been used.

VINTAGE WINSTON CIGARETTES THERMOMETER
(NOS)

148

Vintage metal thermometer advertises "For Best Results! Feed
Your Dog Ken-L Meal." It measures 26- 1/2" tall x 7-1/2" wide.

VINTAGE KEN-L MEAL DOG FOOD THERMOMETER149

Vintage thermometer advertises "Presto-O-Lite" brand batteries. It
measures 27 1/4" tall x 7" wide x 3/4" depth in a deep orange finish
with aged patina.

PREST-O-LITE METAL THERMOMETER150

Antique soda thermometer advertises "say Pepsi please." It
measures 27" tall x 7" wide.

ANTIQUE PEPSI-COLA ADVERTISING THERMOMETER151

Circa 1950 thermometer advertises "Drink Royal Crown Cola - Best
by Taste Test." It measures 25-1/2" tall x 10" wide.

ANTIQUE ROYAL CROWN COLA ADVERTISING
THERMOMETER

152

Vintage thermometer advertises "Delco Batteries - For quick starts
in all weather conditions - simply say Delco." It measures 38" tall x
8" wide and is missing the temperature gauge.

VINTAGE DELCO BATTERIES ADVERTISING
THERMOMETER

153

Vintage thermometer advertises "Mail Pouch Chew Tobacco - Treat
Yourself to the Best." It measures 38" long x 8" wide.

VINTAGE MAIL POUCH TOBACCO ADVERTISING
THERMOMETER

154

Vintage thermometer advertises "Pepsi-Cola" soda. It measures
27" tall x 8" wide.

VINTAGE PEPSI ADVERTISING THERMOMETER155

Vintage Anheuser Busch neon sign advertises "Bud Dry" beer.
Budweiser sign measures 7-1/2" tall x 16" wide x 6" deep and
works when tested.

BUD DRY NEON ADVERTISING SIGN156

Single-sided porcelain "Fresh Meats" grocery store or butcher shop
sign. It measures 6-3/4" tall x 26" wide.

CIRCA 1930s FRESH MEATS PORCELAIN ADVERTISING
SIGN

157

Vintage single-sided, metal embossed sign advertises "Firestone
Tires, Batteries, Spark Plugs, Brake Lining Accessories." It
measures 30" tall x 71" wide and shows signs of surface rust and
wear.

VINTAGE FIRESTONE TIRES ADVERTISING SIGN158

LOT #

Double-sided folding paper sign advertised "Ice Cold Eze Orange,
Easy to serve, Easy to drink 5c, Sold Here." It measures 10" tall x
7-1/2" wide and appears to be in nice overall condition with a fold
mark at one corner.

ICE COLD EZE ORANGE SODA ADVERTISING SIGN159

Antique lithographed dairy serving tray advertises "Jersey-Creme,
The Perfect Drink, at Fountains, Also in Bottles." Made by Chas W.
Shonk Co. Litho, Chicago. It measures 12" in diameter and
appears to be in good overall condition with hole punches for
hanging wire.

ANTIQUE JERSEY CREME ADVERTISING TRAY160

Circa 1901 oval tray advertises "Wells, Delmonico, Bakery, Hotel
and Restaurant, Eldorado, Kans - Wholesale Ice Cream and Crown
Cork Pop." The serving tray measures 16-1/2" tall x 13-1/2" wide.

ANTIQUE "WILD ROSE" ADVERTISING TRAY161

Vintage porcelain sign advertises "Stop-Wear Lubrication" oil. It
measures 18" tall x 93" long.

VINTAGE STOP-WEAR LUBRICATION ADVERTISING
SIGN

162

Circa 1940s single-sided embossed metal sign advertises bottled
Pepsi for 5c and reads "More Bounce to the Ounce." It measures
approximately 26" tall x 10" wide.

VINTAGE PEPSI-COLA ADVERTISING SIGN163

Single-sided embossed tin lithographed sign for Sun Drop Golden
Girl brand cola advertises that it is "Refreshing as a Cup of Coffee."
Measures approximately 12" tall x 28" wide.

CIRCA 1950s SUN-DROP COLA ADVERTISING SIGN164

Vintage single-sided metal sign advertises "Thirsty? Just Whistle."
Licensed by Cott Corporation Seay Marketing, Inc. It measures 34"
tall x 36" wide.

VINTAGE WHISTLE SODA ADVERTISING SIGN165

Extremely rare, heavy convex porcelain sign advertising "Quaker
Oats for Health and Energy." It features a large early style Quaker
oats box. Sign measures 11-3/4" tall x 23-1/2" wide.

EARLY QUAKER OATS ADVERTISING SIGN166

Light-up sign advertises "Sketchers Sport-Utility Footwear." It
measures 21-1/2" tall x 24-3/4" wide x 3-1/2" deep and appears to
be in good working order.

SKETCHER'S FOOTWEAR LIGHT-UP ADVERTISING
SIGN

167

Vintage single-sided metal sign advertises "Play National
Shuffleboard." It measures 17" tall x 23" wide and appears to be in
nice overall condition.

VINTAGE NATIONAL SHUFFLEBOARD ADVERTISING
SIGN

168

Single-sided embossed metal sign reads "Good Baking is No
Accident ... it's Occident - Family Flour - Prepared Mixes." It
measures 12" tall x 36" wide.

CIRCA 1940s OCCIDENT FLOUR ADVERTISING SIGN169
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Vintage metal wrap around sign advertises Admiral "Quality
Portable TV." It measures approximately 10-1/2" tall x 27" wide x 3"
deep. Sign shows some rust, but otherwise appears to be in good
overall condition.

ADMIRAL TV ADVERTISING SIGN170

Vintage double-sided metal sign advertises "Kodak - Cameras -
Film." Display measures 18" x 24" and appears to be in very good
condition.

VINTAGE KODAK ADVERTISING SIGN171

Vintage double-sided metal sign advertises "Install Guardian Glass,
Clarke Truck & Shop Service, Auto Glass." It measures 36" tall x
48" wide and appears to be in good overall condition with some
signs of surface rust and wear.

VINTAGE GUARDIAN AUTO GLASS SERVICE STATION
SIGN

172

Austin Junior Forty pedal car measures approximately 22" tall x 63"
long x 27" wide. Wheels have been replaced and the car has been
motorized so it can be driven without pedal power. Car is untested.

AUSTIN J40 PEDAL CAR173

Vintage red wagon pull toy measures 36" long x 15" wide.
VINTAGE RED CHILDREN'S WAGON174

Large bronze recast after "Coming through the Rye" by Frederic
Remington (1861-1909). Figure is mounted on green marble base
with a title & artist plaque. Statue measures approximately 26" tall
x 28" wide. Also included is a book about Remington artwork and
sculptures written by Sophia Craze.

FREDERIC REMINGTON "COMING THROUGH THE RYE"
BRONZE

175

Large bronze recast after "Mountain Man" by Frederic Remington
(1861-1909). Figure is mounted on green marble base with a title &
artist plaque. Statue measures approximately 27" tall x 15" wide.

FREDERIC REMINGTON "MOUNTAIN MAN" BRONZE176

Large bronze recast after "Cheyenne" by Frederic Remington
(1861-1909). Figure is mounted on green marble base with a title &
artist plaque. Statue measures approximately 21" tall x 21" wide.

FREDERIC REMINGTON "CHEYENNE" BRONZE177

Large bronze recast after "Rattlesnake" by Frederic Remington
(1861-1909). Figure is mounted on green marble base with a title &
artist plaque. Statue measures approximately 23" tall x 15" wide.

FREDERIC REMINGTON "RATTLESNAKE" BRONZE178

Small bronze recast after "Mountain Man" by Frederic Remington
(1861-1909). Figure is mounted on green marble base with a title &
artist plaque. Statue measures approximately 11-1/2" tall x 8" long
x 5" deep.

FREDERIC REMINGTON "MOUNTAIN MAN" BRONZE179

Small bronze recast after "Norther" by Frederic Remington
(1861-1909). Figure is mounted on green marble base with a title &
artist plaque. Statue measures approximately 10-1/2" tall x 7" long

FREDERIC REMINGTON "NORTHER" BRONZE180

LOT #
x 4-1/4" deep.

Small bronze recast after "Rattlesnake" by Frederic Remington
(1861-1909). Figure is mounted on green marble base with a title &
artist plaque. Statue measures approximately 8-1/2" tall x 6-1/4"
long x 4" deep.

FREDERIC REMINGTON "RATTLESNAKE" BRONZE181

Small bronze recast after "Cheyenne" by Frederic Remington
(1861-1909). Figure is mounted on green marble base with a title &
artist plaque. Native American is missing his spear. Statue
measures approximately 8-1/4" tall x 7-1/2" long x 3-1/2" deep.

FREDERIC REMINGTON "CHEYENNE" BRONZE182

Small bronze recast after "Wicked Pony" by Frederic Remington
(1861-1909). Figure is mounted on green marble base (title & artist
plaque is missing). Statue measures approximately 7-1/2" tall x 8"
long x 4" deep.

FREDERIC REMINGTON "WICKED PONY" BRONZE183

Vintage Stetson XXXX felt hat features the Regimental crossed
sabers with gold cords. Hat is a size 7-3/4 and appears to be in
nice overall condition.

STETSON BLACK HAT WITH CAVALRY CORD184

Wooden gambling wheel measures 24" in diameter.
ANTIQUE ROULETTE WHEEL185

Antique pack saddle measures approximately 9" tall x 13" wide x
20" long and appears to be in nice primitive condition.

ANTIQUE WOODEN PACK SADDLE186

Vintage store display was made by Mobius and advertises "Levi
Strauss & Co." It measures 13" tall x 57-1/2" long.

VINTAGE LEVI STRAUSS ADVERTISING SIGN187

Vintage store display was made by Mobius and advertises "Levi
Strauss & Co." It measures 13" tall x 42-1/2" long.

VINTAGE LEVI STRAUSS ADVERTISING SIGN188

Vintage store display was made by Mobius and advertises "Levi
Strauss & Co." It measures 13" tall x 42-1/2" long.

VINTAGE LEVI STRAUSS ADVERTISING SIGN189

Vintage sign was made by Mobius and advertises "Levi Strauss &
Co." It measures 2-1/2" tall x 45" long.

VINTAGE LEVI STRAUSS ADVERTISING SIGN190

Framed winter landscape depicts a snowy winter scene with log
cabin at dusk. It is signed lower left by listed artist Gunter Sether
(Norwegian, 1869-1941). It measures 11-1/4" tall x 8-1/2" wide
visible and is mounted behind glass in a frame measuring 16-1/2"
tall x 11-1/2" wide.

FRAMED GUNTHER SETHER GOUACHE ON PAPER191

Framed pastel features a cowboy on his horse with the state of
Texas in the background. It is signed lower right by listed Western
illustrator and artist Guy Deel (California, 1933 - 2005) and titled
verso. Measures 6-3/4" x 4-1/2" visible and is matted & mounted

GUY DEEL"TEXAS RIDER" FRAMED COWBOY PASTEL192
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behind glass in a frame measuring 15" tall x 12" wide.

Oil painting on canvas board depicts a Native American camp with
three teepees and two women cooking over a fire. It is signed and
dated December 2004 by local Washington artist Mike Mullins
(1964-2020). It is titled, dated, and signed verso. Painting
measures 15" x 30" and is mounted in a frame measuring 17" tall x
32" wide.

MIKE MULLINS "AFTERNOON SUN" OIL PAINTING ON
BOARD

193

Framed canvas transfer of a cowboy camp is dated '96 lower right
and bears the signature of listed Western artist Richard D. Thomas
(Montana, 1939-2019). It measures 20" tall x 32" wide visible and is
mounted behind glass in a frame measuring 32" tall x 44" wide.

RICHARD D. THOMAS FRAMED WESTERN CANVAS
PRINT

194

Vintage framed lithograph depicts "Chief Joseph's Land," is
numbered lower right 303/1000 and signed by listed artist David
Manuel (Oregon, 1940 - ). Artwork was originally painted in 1977. It
measures 20" tall x 30" wide and is mounted behind glass in a
frame measuring 28-1/2" tall x 40" wide.

DAVID MANUEL LIMITED EDITION FRAMED PRINT195

Original painting on canvas board depicts a Native American Indian
woman holding a bow & arrow.  Painting measures 20-1/2" x
20-1/2" and is mounted behind glass in a barnwood frame
measuring 21-3/4" tall x 26-1/4" wide.

NATIVE AMERICAN WOMAN PAINTING196

Framed print depicts Buffalo Body wearing ceremonial Buffalo Horn
head-dress from an original portrait by listed artist Winold Reiss
(German, 1886-1953). It measures 11" tall x 8" wide visible and is
mounted behind glass in a frame measuring 18" tall x 14" wide.

FRAMED WINOLD REISS "BUFFALO BODY" PRINT197

Artwork features the "Sacred Ground" print by listed artist Bev
Doolittle (California, 1947 - ) with a Native American fletched arrow.
Print measures 5-1/2" tall x 18" wide visible, the arrow measures
24" long, and both are mounted behind glass in a frame measuring
18" tall x 35" wide.

FRAMED BEV DOOLITTLE "SACRED GROUND" ART198

Circa 1914 framed black & white photograph by photographer H.C.
Deitz.  Portrait depicts long-time Hood River resident and Wasco
tribe member, "Indian George" Chinidere whose real name was
Gin-Ne-Dee-Ah. It measures 15" tall x 11" wide visible and is
mounted behind glass in a frame measuring 21" tall x 17" wide.

ANTIQUE FRAMED PHOTO OF "INDIAN GEORGE"199

Open edition print is titled "Chilkat Valley" by Tinglit artist Yukie
Adams. Print is signed lower right on the mat. It measures 10" tall x
8" wide visible and is matted & mounted behind glass in a frame
measuring 18." tall x 16-1/2" wide.

YUKIE ADAMS CHILKAT VALLEY FRAMED PRINT200

LOT #

Circa 1984 limited edition print depicts a buffalo bull. It is signed
lower left by listed Oregon wildlife artist Dave Bartholet and
numbered 179/200 lower right. Print measures 6" x 9" visible and is
matted and mounted under glass in a frame measuring 13-1/2" tall
x 16-1/2" wide.

DAVE BARTHOLET SIGNED & NUMBERED "BISON
KING"

201

Antique framed painted cloth features two young Native Americans.
Bears a copyright of 1898 lower left. It measures 19-1/2" tall x
15-1/2" wide and is mounted behind glass in a frame measuring
29" tall x 25" wide.

ANTIQUE PAINTING ON CLOTH OF NATIVE AMERICANS202

Artist proof is an architectural rendering by F.A. Swingle- Architects
of the Pendleton Round-Up Fairgrounds, Pendleton, Oregon 1911.
It is numbered in pencil lower-left "Artist Proof, 66/83." It measures
24" tall x 36" wide.

PENDLETON ROUND-UP FAIR GROUNDS ARTIST
PROOF

203

Antique high back cowboy saddle is marked "E.G. Noble, Maker,
Heppner, Oregon" and bears the initials "JAP." The seat measures
approximately 14" from base of horn to inside edge of cantle.

ANTIQUE EG NOBLE (HEPPNER, OREGON) SADDLE204

Antique oak showcase is engraved "Snell-Heitshu & Woodard
Company" which was a wholesale drug house and retail pharmacy
local to Portland, Ore beginning in 1912. Lighted case measures
45" tall x 60" wide x 27" deep and appears to be in good overall
condition, but glass is cracked.

SNELL-HEITSHU & WOODARD COMPANY SHOWCASE205

Circa 1881 Columbia grade pocket watch is made by Illinois Watch
Co. It is a size 18s with 11 jewels and serial number 340651.
Measures approximately 3" tall x 2-1/4" wide. Comes with a leather
watch fob.

ANTIQUE "COLUMBIA" ILLINOIS POCKET WATCH206

Assorted framed collage of A.H.T.A. keepsakes including Coweta
ribbons from 1920 ephemera. Mounted behind glass in a frame
measuring 16-1/2" tall x 13-1/2" wide.

ANTIQUE ANTI-HORSE THIEF ASSOCIATION
COLLECTION

207

Includes 26 assorted antique arrowheads made from a variety of
stones ranging in size from 3/4" to 3-1/4"

ASSORTED ANTIQUE ARROWHEADS208

Antique terra cotta pottery pot is purported to be found in a South
American country. It measures 3" tall x 5" diameter and appears to
be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE SOUTH AMERICAN NATIVE POTTERY209

Includes two pairs of Native American style beaded moccasins -
one with added cuff. Larger pair measures 4-1/2" wide x 10" long

TWO PAIR OF VINTAGE NATIVE AMERICAN
MOCCASINS

210
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and both appear to be in good, used condition.

Vintage 1950s-60s Coleman single mantle camping lantern is a
model 202 Professional with reflector. Lantern stands 12-1/2" tall
and appears to be in very good condition.

COLEMAN INSTANT LIGHTING 202 LANTERN211

Hand-crafted light fixture decoration is made from a horse hames
with barn oil lantern hanging from it. It measures 30" tall x 16" wide
and appears to be in nice primitive condition.

HORSE HAMES HANGING BARN LANTERN212

Dream catcher style artwork made from an animal hide and rabbit
tails measures approximately 34" tall x 27" wide.

HANDMADE BEAVER HOOP213

Hand-painted fish statue from The Danbury Mint by George Kruth
is titled "Speckled Gems." It comes with the original Certificate of
Ownership - serial number A2085. It measures 10-1/2" tall x 10"
wide x 9" deep and appears to be in very nice overall condition.

DANBURY MINT "SPECKLED GEMS" FISH SCULPTURE214

From the Freshwater Trophies Sculpture Collection made by The
Danbury Mint. Statue is titled "Backwater Bass" by George Kruth. It
measures 9" tall x 10" wide x 7" deep and appears to be in very
nice overall condition.

DANBURY MINT "BACKWATER BASS" FISH
SCULPTURE

215

From the Freshwater Trophies Sculpture Collection made by The
Danbury Mint. Statue is titled "Great Northern Pike" by George
Kruth. It comes with the original Certificate of Ownership - serial
number B7329. It measures 7" tall x 9" wide x 8" deep and appears
to be in very nice overall condition.

DANBURY MINT "GREAT NORTHERN PIKE" FISH
SCULPTUR

216

Hand-painted fish statue from The Danbury Mint by George Kruth
is titled "No Escape." It comes with the original Certificate of
Ownership - serial number A4460. It measures 8" tall x 11" wide x
7" deep and appears to be in very nice overall condition.

DANBURY MINT "NO ESCAPE" FISH SCULPTURE217

Hand-painted fish statue from The Danbury Mint by George Kruth
is titled "Wily Predator." It measures 8" tall x 10" wide x 9" deep
and appears to be in very nice overall condition.

DANBURY MINT "WILY PREDATOR" FISH SCULPTURE218

Hand-painted fish statue from The Danbury Mint by George Kruth
is titled "Flathead Hunter." It comes with the original Certificate of
Ownership - serial number A1892. It measures 6-1/2" tall x 12"
wide x 9" deep and appears to be in very nice overall condition.

DANBURY MINT "FLATHEAD HUNTER" FISH
SCULPTURE

219

Bronze winch is made by Merriman Bros. Inc Makers, Boston-Mass
and appears to be dated 11-15-47. It measures approximately 19"

ANTIQUE BRONZE MERRIMAN BROS. INC. SAILING
WINCH

220

LOT #
long x 14-1/2" wide x 11" deep.

Curtis Lighting signal light is a Navy model 95001 from World War
II era. It measures approximately 26" long x 23" wide with a 16"
diameter at the top.

VINTAGE NAVY SIGNALING SEARCHLIGHT221

Nautical light measures approximately 17" tall x 8" wide x 10" deep.
ANTIQUE SHIP'S SEARCH LIGHT222

Circa 1900 brass compass is mounted on an oak base and made
by Coubro & Scrutton Ltd. It measures 6" tall x 9-3/4" wide x 6-3/4"
deep.

ANTIQUE COUBRO & SCRUTTON LTD. BRASS
COMPASS

223

Case vintage pocket knife features two blades with a Heritage
jigged bone handle. It measures 9-1/2" long overall when opened
with two 4" blades.

VINTAGE CASE POCKET KNIFE224

Vintage folding knife is made by Buck features three blades and
rivet construction. It measures 3-1/4" long when folded and the
longest blade measures 2-5/8" long.

VINTAGE BUCK 303 POCKET KNIFE225

Collection of six knives includes a 5-1/8" pearl and brass pocket
knife, two scrimshaw style knives, a Kershaw 14" Golden Eagle,
and a 12" Voss Crown Cap skinner. All knives come inside a box
and some include a protective case.

ASSORTED COLLECTIBLE KNIVES226

12" x 18" glass display case is filled with pocket knives. Some are
#1 of limited edition production runs. Manufacturers include: Parker
& Frost, Frost Family, Ocoee River, Wild Turkey Cutlery, Case XX,
Carl Schlieper, Uncle Jims Lucky Seven, Buck Creek, Crowning
Rooster, Bull & Bear Cutlery.

POCKET KNIFE COLLECTION WITH CASE227

Includes a first production run (1 of 300) 14-1/2" knife, a 6" stag
handle knife, 8-1/2" open length fold up knife with Damascus blade,
and a 10" knife with stag handle. All pieces appear to be in very
good condition.

ASSORTED WHITETAIL CUTLERY KNIVES228

Includes a 7" bowie knife, a 9-1/2" Damascus split stag knife, a 10"
split stag bison and Damascus blade, and a 10" All American Bison
special edition knife.

FOUR WHITETAIL CUTLERY KNIVES229

Includes a 4-piece Browning woodsman cutlery set, Browning
karambit knife, Kershaw blade trader set with three blades and
sheath, and a custom assembled set with antler knife, file and saw
(15" total length).

ASSORTED BUSHCRAFT KNIVES230

Assortment of seven knives includes three Lachlainn pocket knives,
a Frost Cutlery "Badger" knife, a 7-1/2" curved antler handle knife,
and two "steel Warrior" Damascus style pocket knives. All pieces

ASSORTED POCKET KNIVES231
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appear to be new or show very minor signs of use.

Includes four Signature Series Stag bowie brass blade knives with
bone handles etched by Michael Prater. Knives measure
approximately 8-3/4" long and include the buffalo, Native American,
Eagle and buffalo herd. All pieces show minor signs of wear.

PRATER SIGNATURE SERIES BRASS BLADE KNIVES232

Collection includes an Elk Ridge custom 8-1/2" knife with sheath,
unmarked fold-up knife with 7" blade, 10-1/2" knife with walnut
handle, and a 10-1/4" Pakistan Damascus knife with stacked
leather handle. All pieces come with a box and show minor signs of
use.

ASSORTED COLLECTIBLE HUNTING KNIVES233

Collection includes two Pakistan Damascus fold up knives, two
curved antler knives, 10" Bone Collector with sheath, Hen &
Rooster limited edition knife (1 of 200), and more. All pieces
appear to be in good overall condition with some signs of use.

ASSORTED COLLECTIBLE KNIVES234

Includes four leather sheaths for 4-6" blades and one 10" Western
Boulder, Co. knife with original sheath.

ASSORTED LEATHER SHEATHS & MORE235

Includes a limited edition subhilt trophy hunter "one of 500," a
10-1/2" bowie knife, and 9-1/4" knife with walnut handle. Each
appear to be gently used and come in the original boxes.

TROPHY STAG KNIVES236

Twelve assorted vintage knives including hunting, pocket and
throwing. Brands included Barlow, Old Timer, and others. The
largest knife measures 10-1/4" long.

ASSORTED VINTAGE KNIVES237

Includes two Boy Scout utility pocket knives, one US military utility
pocket knife, a vintage knife with special function (appears to be
broken) marked, " IHER INOX-SPAN," and two compasses.
Largest compass measures 4" x 2-1/2".

ASSORTED VINTAGE POCKET KNIVES & MORE238

Includes a handmade antler flint, Zippo lighter and others,
Kamp-King pocket knives, Lensatic compass, multi-tools, pocket
knives, and more.

ASSORTED POCKET KNIVES & MORE239

Three piece Pennzoil advertising lollipop sign stand features a cast
iron base embossed "Property of Pennzoil Company, Made in
USA." It measures 49" tall x 33" wide.

ANTIQUE PENNZOIL LOLLIPOP SIGN HOLDER240

Two vintage single-sided metal warning signs including a "Danger,
Lockout all power at source before maintenance" and "Warning -
Petroleum Pipeline." Petroleum Pipeline sign measures 12" in
diameter and both appear to be in good overall condition with some
signs of wear.

TWO VINTAGE WARNING SIGNS241

LOT #

Assortment of petroliana including a 10-1/2" tall can of Pennzoil,
Wards grease cans, Kendall grease, and more. All cans include
their contents.

ASSORTED VINTAGE GAS & OIL CANS242

Vintage single-sided metal sign reads "Eugene Sand Bugs" with
four mounting holes. It measures 4" tall x 12" wide and appears to
be in nice overall condition.

VINTAGE "EUGENE SAND BUGS" SIGN243

1958 single-sided enamel sign advertises "Registered AC Cleaning
Station - Have Your Plugs Cleaned by the AC Method." It
measures 11-3/4" in diameter and appears to be in good overall
condition with some signs of rust.

ANTIQUE SPARK PLUG CLEANING STATION SIGN244

Includes a single-sided Mobil advertising sign measuring 21" long
and a 17" thermometer which reads "Mobil - Motor Oil, Gasoline,
Socony Vacuum." Both appear to be in nice overall condition.

TWO PIECES OF VINTAGE MOBIL ADVERTISING245

Vintage metal windshield cleaning station has a large metal box for
dispensing paper towels and side wings for holding cleaning
product bottles. The front decal is bold, featuring "Crystal Clean
Windshield Service." Box measures 19" tall x 17" wide x 6" deep
and appears to be in good condition.

VINTAGE MOBIL WINDSHIELD CLEANING STATION246

Antique mirror advertises "Roy Larson and Morris Nix, Junction City
Motor Co., Oldsmobile and Chevrolet" and features two children
singing in church which reads "Go to the Church of your choice
next Sunday." It measures 22" tall x 12" wide.

ANTIQUE JUNCTION CITY MOTOR CO. ADVERTISING
MIRROR

247

1947 single-sided metal sign advertises "Winterize Your Car, Use
Husky Heavy Duty Motor Oil" from Western Oil Fuel Company. It
measures 12" in diameter.

HUSKY HEAVY DUTY MOTOR OIL ADVERTISING SIGN248

Single-sided porcelain sign advertises "Philips, 66." It measures 12"
tall x 11" wide in nice overall condition with some rust spots.

PHILLIPS ROUTE 66 ADVERTISING SIGN249

Vietnam era bayonet is marked USM6 Aerial on the guard and
features a 6-1/2" blade. Knife measures 12" in overall length and
comes in a sheath marked "USM8AI - PWH." 

Provenance: From the estate of retired US Air Force & Oregon Air
National Guard Colonel Terry Bernhardt, who was inducted into the
Evergreen Aviation Museum's "Oregon Aviation Hall of Honor" in
2005. After graduated from UO in 1968, Uncle Sam called him to
fight in Viet Nam. During pilot training, he was honored as Top Gun
at two different flight schools. Based in DaNang, he flew 335
combat missions in the OV-10 Bronco as a forward air controller
and received many medals, including three Distinguished Flying

USM6 AERIAL BAYONET WITH SCABBARD250
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Crosses. He also served in the Oregon Air National Guard where
he flew the F4 Phantom and became the flight wing commander.

Knife is marked "USM3 Imperial" on the guard and features a
5-1/2" blade. It measures approximately 10" in overall length and
comes with scabbard marked "USM8 BM Co."

WWII US M3 TRENCH FIGHTING KNIFE WITH SHEATH251

Bayonet features wooden grips and bears a maker's mark and date
"cof 44" on one side and numbered "1827 Y" on the other. It
features a 10" blade and measures 15-1/4" in overall length.

WWII GERMAN K98 BAYONET252

Includes a Ka-Bar USN MK2 showing some surface rust and a
tactical knife marked "Made in Taiwan." Both feature 7" blades and
measure approximately 12" in overall length.

TWO MILITARY FIGHTING KNIVES253

Steel helmet features a hand-painted SS insignia and has original
liner & chin strap.

WWII ITALIAN SS VOLUNTEER HELMET254

A record of achievement of the United States 95th Naval
Construction Battalion is dated April 1943 - September 1945. It
measures 12-1/2" tall x 9-1/2" wide.

WWII CRUISE RECORD-95TH NAVAL CONSTRUCT.
BATTALION

255

Framed display includes the original Citation from the
Headquarters of the 84th Infantry Division Office of the
Commanding General, medals, photograph, ribbon bars, and dog
tags. Bronze star was awarded to Technician Fifth Grade Richard
J. Hallen, 309th Engineer Combat Battalion, US Army for heroic
service against the enemy in Germany on April 6, 1945. Frame
measures 16" tall x 15" wide.

AWARD OF THE BRONZE STAR MEDAL SHADOW BOX256

WWI memory book is titled "With the Colors from Whatcom, Skagit
and San Juan Counties, An Honor Roll Containing a Pictorial
Record of the Gallant and Courageous Men from Northwestern
Washington, USA who Served in the World War, 1917 - 1918 -
1919." Copyright by Louis Jocobin and published by Peters
Publishing Company, Seattle, WA in 1921. It measures 11" tall x 8"
wide.

WORLD WAR I "WITH THE COLORS" NW HONOR ROLL257

Bugle is marked "US Regulation" and "Made in Germany." 

Provenance: From the estate of retired US Air Force & Oregon Air
National Guard Colonel Terry Bernhardt, who was inducted into the
Evergreen Aviation Museum's "Oregon Aviation Hall of Honor" in
2005. After graduated from UO in 1968, Uncle Sam called him to
fight in Viet Nam. During pilot training, he was honored as Top Gun
at two different flight schools. Based in DaNang, he flew 335
combat missions in the OV-10 Bronco as a forward air controller
and received many medals, including three Distinguished Flying

US REGULATION BRASS BUGLE258

LOT #
Crosses. He also served in the Oregon Air National Guard where
he flew the F4 Phantom and became the flight wing commander.

Antique red swallow-tail coat trimmed in blue with 18 "NL" buttons
down the front and gold epaulets, indicating it was worn by an
officer. The brass buttons are marked on the back "D. Evans & Co,
Attleboro, Mass" and appear to date the tunic to the mid-19th
century. This particular uniform was adopted by the Lancers in
1845 and worn until 1935. The National Lancers were organized in
Massachusetts in 1836 as a light cavalry militia troop. They fought
in the Civil War as a part of the Army of the Potomac, and took part
in campaigns in South Carolina, Virginia, Maryland, and
Pennsylvania.

CIRCA 1850s-1860s  NATIONAL LANCERS MILITARY
TUNIC

259

Large assortment of vintage military sleeve patches from the Soviet
Union (USSR) including 150+ Airborne Troops paratrooper, 50+
Army Tank Corps, 30+ Military Construction Troops, 14 Engineers,
17 Artillery, and 25 Motorized Rifles. Lot also includes eight
matched sets of shoulder boards.

ASSORTED SOVIET MILITARY PATCHES260

Plaque bears the coat of arms of the Serbian Republic of Bosnia
and Herzegovina (1992-1995). It measures 9" tall x 7" wide.

VINTAGE REPUBLIKA SRPSKA PLAQUE261

Three vintage United States Civil Defense Garrison caps in blue
and white with red piping.

THREE CIVIL DEFENSE SIDE CAPS262

Pair of blue and gold epaulettes featuring three stars and a flaming
bomb as well as a gold braided shoulder cords with brass tips
adorned with oak leaves.

MILITARY EPAULETTES & AIGUILLETTE263

Includes four Russian Airborne Troops blue berets (two are new
with tags), a black beret, and an Army officer's khaki Garrison cap.

VINTAGE SOVIET MILITARY HATS264

Includes a US Army shirt jacket tailored by LoaHi Shing Co. and
wool pants, US Navy beret and more. All appear to be in nice
overall condition.

VINTAGE MILITARY UNIFORMS265

Cylindrical military hat has a brass planchet featuring a patriotic
eagle and crossed swords over a heraldic crest that reads,
"Laborare, Ludere, Orare" (Work Hard, Play Hard, Pray Hard).
Band above the visor is brass scales with an eagle fastener. Chin
strap and hatband are held by military band buttons. Cadet hat is
labeled size 6-5/8.

ST. JOHN'S MILITARY ACADEMY DRESS SHAKO266

World War II US Army officer's visor hat features a large gold eagle
and shield medallion. It is made in New York by Dobbs on Fifth
Avenue. It appears to be in good overall condition.

WWII US MILITARY ARMY OFFICER UNIFORM HAT267
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Vintage Russian military peaked visor hat features a gold braid
band. It appears to be in nice overall condition.

SOVIET MILITARY AIR FORCE PARADE UNIFORM
VISOR HAT

268

Russian navy military hat appears to be a size "57" and features a
pin cockade worn by admirals and/or generals for the Russian
Navy.

RUSSIAN NAVY MILITARY HAT269

Dress blues infantry hat is made by Weiner's Uniforms, Portland,
Ore. It appears to be in nice overall condition.

US MILITARY DRESS BLUES UNIFORM VISOR CAP270

World War II US Army officer's visor hat features a large gold eagle
and shield medallion. It is made in England by Luxenberg Military &
Civilian Tailors "Quality Supreme."

WWII US MILITARY ARMY OFFICER UNIFORM HAT271

Solid white restaurant ware dishes, produced in 1938, Bavarian
made. Each piece is marked with the Nazi eagle with swastika
under its talons, dated from 1937-1942. Derives from the aerial
warfare branch of the Wehrmacht during World War II. Dish
measurements in inches: dinner plate 9"; soup bowl 9"; 2 saucers
each at 6 1/2"; coffee cup 2 1/2 x 4" width through the handle.

WORLD WAR II NAZI RESTAURANT WARE272

One half of a two-piece interlocking "spoon & wreath" style brass
belt buckle. Anchor medallion measures 1-1/2" across and the
entire piece measures approximately 2-1/2" in overall width.

CIRCA MID-19th CENTURY US NAVY BELT BUCKLE273

Circa 1900 United Spanish War veterans medal with the laurel
wreath surrounding the membership cross signifying past
command, bronze cannon/sword/anchor/rifle with "United"
suspension, rank insignia clasp on the American flag ribbon, and
eagle over shield and open-ended wreath pinback hanger. In its
leather presentation case.

SPANISH WAR VETERANS OFFICER'S MEDAL274

The Spanish War Service Medal recognizes military personnel in
the US Army who served on active duty during the Spanish
American War that did not qualify for the Spanish Campaign
Medal. Numbered 12002 on bottom edge awarded to Private Larry
Bays, 1st US Heavy Artillery.

CIRCA 1998-99 SPANISH WAR SERVICE MEDAL275

Includes sterling silver pilot's bracelet circa late 1930s, marked
"PR. ST. CO. STERLING." Bracelet measures 5" long and weighs
14 grams. Set of four brass Waterbury Buttons, WWII brass eagle
officer's hat pin, and more.

MILITARY PINS & MORE276

Includes a letter of commendation, medals, badges, pins,
souvenirs, jewelry, patches, shoulder boards, and more.

ASSORTED WWII MILITARY COLLECTIBLES277

LOT #

Includes 10 pin bars marked sterling and one marked gold filled.
Total sterling weight: 48 grams

ASSORTED STERLING MILITARY BARS278

Includes bar pins, coat buttons, three gold plated WWII Navy pines
with eagle, shield and anchors, pair of Navy cuff links, and an All
American Soap Box Derby medal.

ASSORTED MILITARY BUTTONS & MORE279

Antique soldier's trunk was manufactured by Doehler Metal
Products Corp, New York, and is dated 1949. It features a lift out
tray and measures 14" tall x 32" long x 16-1/2" deep.

1949 DOEHLER MILITARY FOOT LOCKER280

Vintage trunk is hand marked with "Bernhardt, Class of '68" and
features brass hardware with leather handles. It measures 13" tall x
29" wide x 17" deep and appears to be in nice overall condition.  It
comes with a USAF flight helmet bag from the same era, also
marked Bernhardt.

Provenance: From the estate of retired US Air Force & Oregon Air
National Guard Colonel Terry Bernhardt, who was inducted into the
Evergreen Aviation Museum's "Oregon Aviation Hall of Honor" in
2005. After graduated from UO in 1968, Uncle Sam called him to
fight in Viet Nam. During pilot training, he was honored as Top Gun
at two different flight schools. Based in DaNang, he flew 335
combat missions in the OV-10 Bronco as a forward air controller
and received many medals, including three Distinguished Flying
Crosses. He also served in the Oregon Air National Guard where
he flew the F4 Phantom and became the flight wing commander.

VIETNAM WAR ERA MILITARY FOOTLOCKER &
HELMET BAG

281

Folding platform scale has a 300 lb. capacity. It is stenciled inside
"Continental Scale Corporation, Chicago, Ill, Fed. Spec.
AAA-S-118, Mfg. June 1931." When packed up, the wooden case
measures 27" tall x 18" wide x 11" deep.

ANTIQUE MILITARY PLATFORM SCALE282

Antique filing cabinet is painted military green and features the
"Pennsylvania Office Furniture Co." tag and inspection sticker
dated Aug. 24, 1943. It measures 51" tall x 16" wide x 30" deep
and comes with key.

PENNSYLVANIA WWII ERA 4-DRAWER FILING CABINET283

Two vintage parachutes including one marked "Triangle Parachute,
Inc. MAR 1985, 1100197-83-C-0054, Serial No. 2217." Both appear
to be in nice overall condition, but have not been removed from the
packs. 

Provenance: From the estate of retired US Air Force & Oregon Air
National Guard Colonel Terry Bernhardt, who was inducted into the
Evergreen Aviation Museum's "Oregon Aviation Hall of Honor" in
2005. After graduated from UO in 1968, Uncle Sam called him to
fight in Viet Nam. During pilot training, he was honored as Top Gun

TWO VINTAGE PARACHUTES284
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at two different flight schools. Based in DaNang, he flew 335
combat missions in the OV-10 Bronco as a forward air controller
and received many medals, including three Distinguished Flying
Crosses. He also served in the Oregon Air National Guard where
he flew the F4 Phantom and became the flight wing commander.

The BSU-85/B bomb fin attaches to the Mk 83/BLU 110 GP bomb.
It is an air-inflatable retarder designed for very low altitudes. It
measures 39" long x 20-1/4" wide at the fin spread.

ANTIQUE BSU-85/B BOMB FIN285

The Carl-Gustaf recoilless rifle and adopted into Swedish service
as Granatgevar m/48 is an 84-mm man-portable reusable anti-tank
weapon originally produced by Carl Gustafs Stads Gevarsfaktori in
Sweden. Developed in 1946, it was one of the many recoilless rifle
designs of that era.

WWII ERA 84MM CARL-GUSTAF RECOILLESS RIFLE286

Includes an ML 2 inch British paratrooper mortar and a wooden
storage crate. Crate measures 11" tall x 32-1/2" long x 8" wide.

WWII PARATROOPER MORTAR & AMMO BOX287

Includes 2" British Infantry mortar (24" long) with one round and an
ammunition box. Crate measures 11" tall x 32-1/2" long x 8" wide.

WWII BRITISH INFANTRY MORTAR & AMMO BOX288

Replica model of a 1917 water cooled Browning machine gun
measuring 38" long. The M1917 Browning machine gun is a heavy
machine gun used by the United States armed forces in World War
I, World War II, and the Korean War.

REPLICA 1917 BROWNING MACHINE GUN289

Large green metal mortar fin measures 28" tall x 13" wide at fin
spread.

VINTAGE BOMB FIN290

It measures 34" tall x 6-1/2" wide.

ANTIQUE HOWITZER TANK 155MM D563 ARTILLERY
SHELL

291

It measures 42" long x 9" wide.
ANTIQUE TANK D651 ARTILLERY SHELL292

Practice bomb is an MK 106, Mod 4. It measures approximately
18-1/2" long x 4" across.

VINTAGE PRACTICE BOMB293

Includes two Vietnam era practice bombs, both measure
approximately 22" in length.

VIETNAM ERA PRACTICE BOMBS294

Includes white 81mm mortar (measuring 26" long), gray 81mm
Vietnam mortar, and a green 40mm Vietnam mortar.

ASSORTED VINTAGE MORTARS295

Chrome metal 40mm anti-aircraft rounds on original clip with
walnut projectile inserts. Display stands 18" tall and approximately
10" wide.

40mm ANTI-AIRCRAFT DISPLAY296

LOT #

Includes ten 20mm rounds attached to a steel belt marked,
"WM-87M-035" measuring approximately 16" long.

20mm AIRCRAFT ROUNDS ON CLIP297

Wooden stand with two chrome metal 20mm rounds with walnut
projectiles. Display measures 8" tall x 9" wide x 3-1/2" deep.

20mm DISPLAY298

Includes eight vintage artillery shells, the largest 105mm measuring
14-1/2" tall.

WWII ERA ARTILLERY SHELLS TRENCH ART299

Includes two dummy hand grenades and an empty large shell
casing. 

Provenance: From the estate of retired US Air Force & Oregon Air
National Guard Colonel Terry Bernhardt, who was inducted into the
Evergreen Aviation Museum's "Oregon Aviation Hall of Honor" in
2005. After graduated from UO in 1968, Uncle Sam called him to
fight in Viet Nam. During pilot training, he was honored as Top Gun
at two different flight schools. Based in DaNang, he flew 335
combat missions in the OV-10 Bronco as a forward air controller
and received many medals, including three Distinguished Flying
Crosses. He also served in the Oregon Air National Guard where
he flew the F4 Phantom and became the flight wing commander.

HAND GRENADES & ORDINANCE SHELL300

Antique mark 79 telescopic naval gun sight created for use on
3"/50 guns aboard a U.S. Naval vessel during World War II.
Produced by Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co., measures
approximately 5-1/2" tall.

1944 MK 79 TELESCOPIC GUN SIGHT301

WWI yard long style photograph depicts Army Company A of the
68th Engineers at Camp Leach in Washington D.C. taken July,
1918. Picture is mounted under glass in a wood frame measuring
10-1/4" tall x 31-1/2" long. Shows signs of fading.

1918 CAMP LEACH PANORAMIC PHOTOGRAPH302

Includes three antique military box radios (two marked US Army
and one is the box only) and one German meal ready to each
which reads "intended for immediate consumption." Radio with
dials measures 9-1/2" tall x 15-1/4" wide x 6" deep.

ANTIQUE MILITARY WAR RADIOS & MORE303

Includes seven empty powder cans, the largest measuring 14" tall x
9" in diameter.

ASSORTED POWDER CANS304

Wooden propeller is marked "DES A105 42, SER 673, ATC 757." It
measures 6" tall x 75" long and appears to be in good overall
condition. 

Provenance: From the estate of retired US Air Force & Oregon Air
National Guard Colonel Terry Bernhardt, who was inducted into the
Evergreen Aviation Museum's "Oregon Aviation Hall of Honor" in

VINTAGE WOODEN AIRPLANE PROPELLER305
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2005. After graduated from UO in 1968, Uncle Sam called him to
fight in Viet Nam. During pilot training, he was honored as Top Gun
at two different flight schools. Based in DaNang, he flew 335
combat missions in the OV-10 Bronco as a forward air controller
and received many medals, including three Distinguished Flying
Crosses. He also served in the Oregon Air National Guard where
he flew the F4 Phantom and became the flight wing commander.

Blue painted propeller might be constructed of fiber glass and
measures 44" in overall length.

VINTAGE MODEL AIRPLANE PROPELLER306

Offset print depicts "Black Wings: The American Black in Aviation -
National Air and Space Museum, Smithsonian Institution." It is
dated 1982 and bears the printed signature of aviation artist
William S. Phillips. It is mounted behind glass in a frame
measuring 25" tall x 26" wide. Also includes a hardcopy history
book, "Air and Space" by Andrew Chaikin. 

Provenance: From the estate of retired US Air Force & Oregon Air
National Guard Colonel Terry Bernhardt, who was inducted into the
Evergreen Aviation Museum's "Oregon Aviation Hall of Honor" in
2005. After graduated from UO in 1968, Uncle Sam called him to
fight in Viet Nam. During pilot training, he was honored as Top Gun
at two different flight schools. Based in DaNang, he flew 335
combat missions in the OV-10 Bronco as a forward air controller
and received many medals, including three Distinguished Flying
Crosses. He also served in the Oregon Air National Guard where
he flew the F4 Phantom and became the flight wing commander.

FRAMED "BLACK WINGS" WILLIAM S. PHILLIPS PRINT307

Framed F-4C Phantom II airplane is from the Oregon Air National
Guard 142nd FIG dated March 1988. It measures 13" tall x 17"
wide visible and is matted & mounted behind glass in a frame
measuring 17" tall x 23" wide. 

Provenance: From the estate of retired US Air Force & Oregon Air
National Guard Colonel Terry Bernhardt, who was inducted into the
Evergreen Aviation Museum's "Oregon Aviation Hall of Honor" in
2005. After graduated from UO in 1968, Uncle Sam called him to
fight in Viet Nam. During pilot training, he was honored as Top Gun
at two different flight schools. Based in DaNang, he flew 335
combat missions in the OV-10 Bronco as a forward air controller
and received many medals, including three Distinguished Flying
Crosses. He also served in the Oregon Air National Guard where
he flew the F4 Phantom and became the flight wing commander.

FRAMED PRINT OF F-4C PHANTOM II AIRPLANE308

Offset National Air and Space Museum Smithsonian Institution,
Washington print is dated "September 1983-1984. It bears the
printed signature of Frank Wootton lower right. It is mounted
behind glass in a frame measuring 24" tall x 32" wide. 

FRAMED FRANK WOOTTON AVIATION PRINT309

LOT #
Provenance: From the estate of retired US Air Force & Oregon Air
National Guard Colonel Terry Bernhardt, who was inducted into the
Evergreen Aviation Museum's "Oregon Aviation Hall of Honor" in
2005. After graduated from UO in 1968, Uncle Sam called him to
fight in Viet Nam. During pilot training, he was honored as Top Gun
at two different flight schools. Based in DaNang, he flew 335
combat missions in the OV-10 Bronco as a forward air controller
and received many medals, including three Distinguished Flying
Crosses. He also served in the Oregon Air National Guard where
he flew the F4 Phantom and became the flight wing commander.

Framed photo print depicts two military fighter planes in flight over
land. It is mounted in a frame which measures 14-1/2" tall x 24-1/2"
wide. 

Provenance: From the estate of retired US Air Force & Oregon Air
National Guard Colonel Terry Bernhardt, who was inducted into the
Evergreen Aviation Museum's "Oregon Aviation Hall of Honor" in
2005. After graduated from UO in 1968, Uncle Sam called him to
fight in Viet Nam. During pilot training, he was honored as Top Gun
at two different flight schools. Based in DaNang, he flew 335
combat missions in the OV-10 Bronco as a forward air controller
and received many medals, including three Distinguished Flying
Crosses. He also served in the Oregon Air National Guard where
he flew the F4 Phantom and became the flight wing commander.

FRAMED PHOTOGRAPHY PRINT OF FIGHTER JETS310

Limited edition framed print depicts Vietnam era F Troop Pink
Team helicopters in flight. It is signed and numbered lower right
William S. Phillips (Vietnam war veteran) 970/1000. It measures
12" tall x 16-1/2" wide visible and is matted and mounted behind
glass in a frame measuring 19" tall x 23" wide. 

Provenance: From the estate of retired US Air Force & Oregon Air
National Guard Colonel Terry Bernhardt, who was inducted into the
Evergreen Aviation Museum's "Oregon Aviation Hall of Honor" in
2005. After graduated from UO in 1968, Uncle Sam called him to
fight in Viet Nam. During pilot training, he was honored as Top Gun
at two different flight schools. Based in DaNang, he flew 335
combat missions in the OV-10 Bronco as a forward air controller
and received many medals, including three Distinguished Flying
Crosses. He also served in the Oregon Air National Guard where
he flew the F4 Phantom and became the flight wing commander.

FRAMED AVIATION PRINT "HEADING FOR TROUBLE"311

Print depicts USAF Thunderbird F-16s flying above snowy
mountains. It measures 10-3/4" tall x 14" wide visible and is matted
& mounted behind glass in a frame measuring 16-1/2" tall x 20-1/4"
wide. 

Provenance: From the estate of retired US Air Force & Oregon Air
National Guard Colonel Terry Bernhardt, who was inducted into the

FRAMED USAF THUNDERBIRD AVIATION PRINT312
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Evergreen Aviation Museum's "Oregon Aviation Hall of Honor" in
2005. After graduated from UO in 1968, Uncle Sam called him to
fight in Viet Nam. During pilot training, he was honored as Top Gun
at two different flight schools. Based in DaNang, he flew 335
combat missions in the OV-10 Bronco as a forward air controller
and received many medals, including three Distinguished Flying
Crosses. He also served in the Oregon Air National Guard where
he flew the F4 Phantom and became the flight wing commander.

Vintage painting on board depicts two RAF spitfire airplanes in
flight above the clouds. It is signed lower right "Weil." It measures
21" tall x 26-3/4" wide and is mounted in a frame measuring 22-1/4"
tall x 28-1/4" wide. 

Provenance: From the estate of retired US Air Force & Oregon Air
National Guard Colonel Terry Bernhardt, who was inducted into the
Evergreen Aviation Museum's "Oregon Aviation Hall of Honor" in
2005. After graduated from UO in 1968, Uncle Sam called him to
fight in Viet Nam. During pilot training, he was honored as Top Gun
at two different flight schools. Based in DaNang, he flew 335
combat missions in the OV-10 Bronco as a forward air controller
and received many medals, including three Distinguished Flying
Crosses. He also served in the Oregon Air National Guard where
he flew the F4 Phantom and became the flight wing commander.

WORLD WAR II ROYAL AIR FORCE ACRYLIC ON
BOARD

313

Limited edition print is titled "Advantage Eagle" F-15and depicts a
USAF fighter jet flying. It is dated 1982, number 349/1000 and
signed lower right by the aviation artist William S. Phillips. It
measures 18" tall x 24" wide visible and is matted & mounted
behind glass in a frame measuring 24" tall x 29-1/2" wide. Comes
with "Into the Splendor" booklet. 

Provenance: From the estate of retired US Air Force & Oregon Air
National Guard Colonel Terry Bernhardt, who was inducted into the
Evergreen Aviation Museum's "Oregon Aviation Hall of Honor" in
2005. After graduated from UO in 1968, Uncle Sam called him to
fight in Viet Nam. During pilot training, he was honored as Top Gun
at two different flight schools. Based in DaNang, he flew 335
combat missions in the OV-10 Bronco as a forward air controller
and received many medals, including three Distinguished Flying
Crosses. He also served in the Oregon Air National Guard where
he flew the F4 Phantom and became the flight wing commander.

SIGNED "ADVANTAGE EAGLE" WILLIAM PHILLIPS
PRINT

314

Limited edition print is titled "Over the Top" and depicts an F-104C
of the 479th Tactical Fighter Wing. It is dated 1983, number
611/1000 and signed lower right by the aviation artist William S.
Phillips. It measures 35" tall x 7-1/2" wide visible and is matted &
mounted behind glass in a frame measuring 40-1/4" tall x 12-1/4"

SIGNED "OVER THE TOP" WILLIAM S PHILLIPS PRINT315

LOT #
wide. Comes with "A Time of Eagles: The Aviation Art of William S.
Phillips" booklet. 

Provenance: From the estate of retired US Air Force & Oregon Air
National Guard Colonel Terry Bernhardt, who was inducted into the
Evergreen Aviation Museum's "Oregon Aviation Hall of Honor" in
2005. After graduated from UO in 1968, Uncle Sam called him to
fight in Viet Nam. During pilot training, he was honored as Top Gun
at two different flight schools. Based in DaNang, he flew 335
combat missions in the OV-10 Bronco as a forward air controller
and received many medals, including three Distinguished Flying
Crosses. He also served in the Oregon Air National Guard where
he flew the F4 Phantom and became the flight wing commander.

Limited edition print is titled "Thunder in the Canyon - The USAF
Thunderbird F-16 Team Sweeping Through The Grand Canyon in
Delta Formation West of Fishtail Rapids." It is number 317/1000
and signed lower right by the aviation artist William S. Phillips as
well as personalized "To Terry, With all best wishes. Thanks for all
your support." It measures 20" tall x 40-1/2" wide and is matted &
mounted behind glass (cracked) in a frame measuring 29-1/2" tall x
49" wide. 

Provenance: From the estate of retired US Air Force & Oregon Air
National Guard Colonel Terry Bernhardt, who was inducted into the
Evergreen Aviation Museum's "Oregon Aviation Hall of Honor" in
2005. After graduated from UO in 1968, Uncle Sam called him to
fight in Viet Nam. During pilot training, he was honored as Top Gun
at two different flight schools. Based in DaNang, he flew 335
combat missions in the OV-10 Bronco as a forward air controller
and received many medals, including three Distinguished Flying
Crosses. He also served in the Oregon Air National Guard where
he flew the F4 Phantom and became the flight wing commander.

SIGNED "THUNDER IN THE CANYON" PRINT316

Framed print is dated 1983, numbered 551/950 and signed by
aviation artist Matthew Waki lower right. Print depicts "Rendezvous
with the Rattlesnake" with pilot Leo K. Thorsness (Congressional
Medal of Honor winner) on 19 April 1967. Print is also signed in
pencil by Mr. Thorsness. It measures 20" tall x 22" wide visible and
is professionally matted & mounted behind glass in a frame
measuring 26-1/2" tall x 28" wide. 

Provenance: From the estate of retired US Air Force & Oregon Air
National Guard Colonel Terry Bernhardt, who was inducted into the
Evergreen Aviation Museum's "Oregon Aviation Hall of Honor" in
2005. After graduated from UO in 1968, Uncle Sam called him to
fight in Viet Nam. During pilot training, he was honored as Top Gun
at two different flight schools. Based in DaNang, he flew 335
combat missions in the OV-10 Bronco as a forward air controller
and received many medals, including three Distinguished Flying

SIGNED "RENDEZVOUS WITH THE RATTLESNAKE"
PRINT

317
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Crosses. He also served in the Oregon Air National Guard where
he flew the F4 Phantom and became the flight wing commander.

Framed print is a limited edition recording of the F-4 Bomber attack
on the Steel Mills at Thai Nguyen, March 30, 1967 during the
Vietnam War. This print is number 29/85 and comes with the
Certificate of Authenticity. Print is signed by the aviation artist
Robert Taylor lower left and also bears the signatures of Brigadier
General Robin Olds and Major Daniel L. Lafferty. The visible
artwork measures 19" x 28" and is professionally matted &
mounted behind glass in a frame measuring 27" tall x 35-1/2" wide.

Provenance: From the estate of retired US Air Force & Oregon Air
National Guard Colonel Terry Bernhardt, who was inducted into the
Evergreen Aviation Museum's "Oregon Aviation Hall of Honor" in
2005. After graduated from UO in 1968, Uncle Sam called him to
fight in Viet Nam. During pilot training, he was honored as Top Gun
at two different flight schools. Based in DaNang, he flew 335
combat missions in the OV-10 Bronco as a forward air controller
and received many medals, including three Distinguished Flying
Crosses. He also served in the Oregon Air National Guard where
he flew the F4 Phantom and became the flight wing commander.

SIGNED "PHANTOM STRIKE" LIMITED EDITION PRINT318

Limited edition print is number 432/1250 and reads "The first fighter
squadron of the new German Air Force was put into service on
June 6, 1959 at Ahlhorn Air Base with the F-86 Saber MK V1
Dusenag aircraft. The command was held by the most successful
fighter pilot in the world with 352 victories, Colonel Erich Hartman"
in German. Print depicts a sketch of Hartman and bears his
signature. It measures 20-1/4" tall x 32" wide visible and is matted
& mounted behind glass in a frame measuring 31" tall x 42" wide.

"HEIRS OF THE RED BARON" FRAMED PRINT319

Framed print depicts an OV-10A Bronco of the 601st Tactical
Control Wing out of Sembach AB, Germany dated June 1981 from
Squadron Prints. It measures 10-1/4" tall x 16-3/4" wide visible and
is matted & mounted behind glass in a frame measuring 16" tall x
22" wide.

Provenance: From the estate of retired US Air Force & Oregon Air
National Guard Colonel Terry Bernhardt, who was inducted into the
Evergreen Aviation Museum's "Oregon Aviation Hall of Honor" in
2005. After graduated from UO in 1968, Uncle Sam called him to
fight in Viet Nam. During pilot training, he was honored as Top Gun
at two different flight schools. Based in DaNang, he flew 335
combat missions in the OV-10 Bronco as a forward air controller
and received many medals, including three Distinguished Flying
Crosses. He also served in the Oregon Air National Guard where
he flew the F4 Phantom and became the flight wing commander.

FRAMED OV-10A BRONCO PRINT320

LOT #

Antique wool nurses cape is embroidered with the initials "PSN"
(Pacific School of Nursing) at the collar. It measures 44" long from
the drape at the top of the shoulder and appears to be in nice
overall condition.

VINTAGE NURSE'S WOOL CAPE321

Vintage USAF brown bomber jacket is made in the USA by
"Saddlery" and is a type A-2 in size 44L. It has places to hold two
patches and appears to be in nice overall condition.

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE MILITARY FLIGHT JACKET322

Vintage USAF brown bomber jacket is made in the USA by
"Saddlery" and is a type A-2 in size 42R. It has places to hold two
patches and appears to be in nice overall condition.

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE MILITARY FLIGHT JACKET323

Vintage USMC officer's uniform greens are made by Los A.
Wagner & Co. purchased at the Marine Corps Exchange. Pants are
a 32" waist and both appear to be in nice overall condition.

UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS OFFICER'S GREENS324

Vintage US Navy issue sailor's wool pea coat is double breasted in
a size XS (18" shoulder-to-shoulder). The buttons feature anchors
and the jacket appears to be in nice overall condition.

VINTAGE UNITED STATES NAVY MEN'S PEA COAT325

Vintage US Navy issue sailor's double breasted wool pea coat was
made by DSCP from their Quarterdeck Collection in a size 42S.
The buttons feature anchors and the jacket appears to be in nice
overall condition.

VINTAGE UNITED STATES NAVY MEN'S PEA COAT326

Harley Davidson All American Legend black leather triple-XL jacket
features quilted lining and attached waist buckle.  It appears to be
in new or gently used condition.

HARLEY DAVIDSON XXXL LEATHER JACKET327

Men's triple-XL black Harley-Davidson jacket with rubber emblem
back and zip up front appears to be in new or gently used
condition.

HARLEY DAVIDSON XXXL CANVAS JACKET328

Men's extra large black leather Harley-Davidson cargo vest with
adjustable side laces appears to be in new or gently used
condition.

HARLEY DAVIDSON LEATHER XL CARGO VEST329

Men's lightweight triple-XL black leather Harley-Davidson vest with
snap closures appears to be in new or gently used condition.

HARLEY DAVIDSON XXXL LEATHER VEST330

Includes a zip up canvas carry case, fabric cover and DOT helmet,
size XXL (63-64cm).

HARLEY-DAVIDSON MOTORCYCLE HELMET331

Vintage Shoei motorcycle helmet is Snell approved and comes with
a clear visor. It is a size XXL - 7-1/8 - 8 (63-64cm). Serial no. CM
160327.

VINTAGE SHOEI DOT MOTORCYCLE HELMET332
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Helmet is serial no. M2598877 and size XXL (7-7/8 - 8).
VINTAGE SNELL M90 DOT MOTORCYCLE HELMET333

Vintage motorcycle helmet features a matte black finish and comes
with a snap-on tinted visor. Dated Feb. 1, 1996.

VINTAGE FG-2 BY HJC DOT MOTORCYCLE HELMET334

FG-2 DOT helmet manufactured by the Hong Jin Crown Corp
features a snap on visor and is a size XXL. It comes with two
helmet liners and a Harley-Davidson Cycles banner.

HJC MOTORCYCLE HELMET & HARLEY-DAVIDSON
BANNER

335

Antique "The Clymer" motorcycle crash helmet is hand painted with
flames and the initials "RC" featuring the original leather straps and
padding. It measures 6" tall x 8" wide x 9-1/2" deep.

ANTIQUE "THE CLYMER" MOTORCYCLE CRASH
HELMET

336

Vintage motorcycle gear including a pair of gauntlet gloves made
by Willie G, Halcyon goggles, and two saddle bags. Larger bag
measures 16" tall x 8" wide x 4-1/2" deep.

ASSORTED LEATHER MOTORCYCLE ACCESSORIES337

Includes two vintage Harley-Davidson belts - one brown and one
size 42 black. Both appear to be in very nice overall condition.

TWO LEATHER HARLEY DAVIDSON BELTS338

Published since 1916, "The Harley-Davidson Enthusiast" magazine
is the premier publication for people who love motorcycles. This
original February 1927 issue was printed in the USA and features a
"Nobby Ned" cartoon. It measures 9" tall x 6" wide.

FEBRUARY 1927 -- HARLEY-DAVIDSON "THE
ENTHUSIAST"

339

Published since 1916, "The Harley-Davidson Enthusiast" magazine
is the premier publication for people who love motorcycles. This
original March 1927 issue was printed in the USA and features a
"Nobby Ned" cartoon. It measures 9" tall x 6" wide.

MARCH 1927 -- HARLEY-DAVIDSON "THE ENTHUSIAST"340

Published since 1916, "The Harley-Davidson Enthusiast" magazine
is the premier publication for people who love motorcycles. This
original February 1928 issue was printed in the USA and features a
"Cycles" cartoon. It measures 9" tall x 6" wide.

FEBRUARY 1928 -- HARLEY-DAVIDSON "THE
ENTHUSIAST"

341

Published since 1916, "The Harley-Davidson Enthusiast" magazine
is the premier publication for people who love motorcycles. This
original April 1928 issue was printed in the USA and features a
"Nobby Ned" cartoon. It measures 9" tall x 6" wide.

APRIL 1928 -- HARLEY-DAVIDSON "THE ENTHUSIAST"342

Published since 1916, "The Harley-Davidson Enthusiast" magazine
is the premier publication for people who love motorcycles. This
original January 1930 issue was printed in the USA and features

JANUARY 1930 -- HARLEY-DAVIDSON "THE
ENTHUSIAST"

343

LOT #
"The Harley-Davidson Almanack" cartoon. It measures 9" tall x 6"
wide.

Published since 1916, "The Harley-Davidson Enthusiast" magazine
is the premier publication for people who love motorcycles. This
original May 1930 issue was printed in the USA and features "The
Harley-Davidson Dealers Open House" cartoon. It measures 9" tall
x 6" wide.

MARCH 1930 -- HARLEY-DAVIDSON "THE ENTHUSIAST"344

Published since 1916, "The Harley-Davidson Enthusiast" magazine
is the premier publication for people who love motorcycles. This
original April 1930 issue was printed in the USA and features a
"Signs of Spring" cartoon. It measures 9" tall x 6" wide.

APRIL 1930 -- HARLEY-DAVIDSON "THE ENTHUSIAST"345

Published since 1916, "The Harley-Davidson Enthusiast" magazine
is the premier publication for people who love motorcycles. This
original May 1930 issue was printed in the USA and features a
"That's Motorcycling" cartoon. It measures 9" tall x 6" wide.

MAY 1930 -- HARLEY-DAVIDSON "THE ENTHUSIAST"346

Published since 1916, "The Harley-Davidson Enthusiast" magazine
is the premier publication for people who love motorcycles. This
original March 1935 issue was printed in the USA. It measures 9"
tall x 6" wide.

MARCH 1935 -- HARLEY-DAVIDSON "THE ENTHUSIAST"347

Published since 1916, "The Harley-Davidson Enthusiast" magazine
is the premier publication for people who love motorcycles. This
original April 1935 issue was printed in the USA. It measures 9" tall
x 6" wide.

APRIL 1935 -- HARLEY-DAVIDSON "THE ENTHUSIAST"348

Published since 1916, "The Harley-Davidson Enthusiast" magazine
is the premier publication for people who love motorcycles. This
original May 1935 issue was printed in the USA. It measures 9" tall
x 6" wide.

MAY 1935 -- HARLEY-DAVIDSON "THE ENTHUSIAST"349

Published since 1916, "The Harley-Davidson Enthusiast" magazine
is the premier publication for people who love motorcycles. This
original November 1935 issue was printed in the USA and features
a woman on the cover. It measures 9" tall x 6" wide.

NOVEMBER 1935 -- HARLEY-DAVIDSON "THE
ENTHUSIAST"

350

Complete set of 12 issues (January - December) of
Harley-Davidson motorcycle "Enthusiast" from the year 1940.
These are original magazines, not reprints. The December spine is
damaged but the others appear to be in very good condition.

1940 FULL YEAR -- HARLEY-DAVIDSON "ENTHUSIAST"351

Full-color dealer brochures and catalogs dating from 1988 to 2002.
VINTAGE HARLEY-DAVIDSON DEALER CATALOGS352
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Includes 1987-1993 annual reports.
VINTAGE HARLEY-DAVIDSON EPHEMERA353

1990s Harley-Davidson Motors genuine parts and accessories
catalogs.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON PARTS & ACCESSORIES
BROCHURES

354

Harley-Davidson color theme collection. Includes solid steel color
sample plates dated 1987, three dealer color transparencies of
motorcycles, catalogs, and flyers.

VINTAGE HARLEY-DAVIDSON PAINTED PARTS
EPHEMERA

355

Includes catalog, brochures, flyers, advertisements, and more.
Most are dated 2000-2001.

VINTAGE HARLEY-DAVIDSON POLICE COLLECTION
EPHEMERA

356

Assorted vintage dealer promo decals, price tags, stickers, and
more. The largest measures 8-1/4" tall x 9" wide.

ASSORTED HARLEY-DAVIDSON TAGS & STICKERS357

Assorted 1990s Harley-Davidson and Harley Owner's Group (HOG)
brochures, manuals, pen, paperweight, Passport to America
Touring package memorabilia, two never used stampable Passport
booklets, and more.

ASSORTED VINTAGE HARLEY-DAVIDSON EPHEMERA
& SWAG

358

85th and 90th Harley-Davidson Anniversary publications and
memorabilia.

VINTAGE HARLEY-DAVIDSON ANNIVERSARY
COLLECTIBLES

359

Assortment of vintage car magazines and publications including
"Hot Rod," "Automobile Topics," "Rodding and Re-styling," and
others. Most are dated in the late 1950s.

ASSORTED VINTAGE CAR MAGAZINES360

Includes vintage catalogs, postcards and ephemera relating to
Chevy vehicles. Many of items are dated 1973.

CIRCA 1970s CHEVY EPHEMERA361

Includes catalogs, brochures, calendar and more.
ASSORTED HARLEY DAVIDSON EPHEMERA362

Original glass photographic slide of Bill Mitchell's secret Corvette
Stingray XP-87 race car. Slide measures 3-1/2" x 4" and shows
repair.

SLIDE OF 1959 CORVETTE STINGRAY XP-87 CONCEPT
CAR

363

Includes four editions of 1971 and 1972 Blue Flame Special
magazines, Corvette Restorers Society patch, letter from Chevrolet
Motor Company, and more.

ASSORTED CORVETTE EPHEMERA & MORE364

LOT #

Vintage Corvette News magazine collection from the 1970s and
'80s. Includes approximately a few dozen issues.

VINTAGE "CORVETTE NEWS" MAGAZINES365

Assortment of circa 1970s and '80s catalogs and brochures for
different models of Oldsmobile and Chrysler cars.

CHRYSLER AND OLDSMOBILE CATALOGS &
BROCHURES

366

Includes car advertisements, Lincoln Continental parts and
accessories booklet, "Spitfire" movie poster measuring 39" tall x
25" wide, a "Tiger Bay" movie poster, and more.

ASSORTED VINTAGE EPHEMERA367

Includes four Special Interest Autos binders dating from 1970-1978
plus five assorted car magazines with "Dream Cars," " Hot
Rodding," "Road Test," "Mechanix Illustrated," and "Sports Car."

SPECIAL INTEREST AUTOS BINDERS368

Assortment of vintage car racing photos including an 8x10 of 1977
formula one world champion James Hunt as the winner of the
Grand Prix at Watkins Glen, and others.

ASSORTED VINTAGE CAR RACING PHOTOS369

Assortment of vintage automobilia including three Ford Motor
Company hubcaps measuring 10-1/2" in diameter, "Wentworth
Lincoln - Mercury - Renault" advertising stickers, Chevrolet
emblem, Ford MVP camera, and more.

ASSORTED VINTAGE AUTOMOBILIA370

Assortment of gas, oil and automobilia advertising items including a
Chevron car cardboard cutout measuring 15" tall x 27" wide,
Texaco tins, Firestone Tires, Nasar koozie, 1970 foreign license
plate, pennants, ashtray, and more.

ASSORTED VINTAGE AUTOMOBILIA371

Vintage single-sided, round porcelain sign advertises "Refiners
Gasoline and Oil - Winners Wherever Used." It measures 11-3/4" in
diameter and appears to be in nice overall condition with some
signs of rust around the mounting holes.

THE REFINERS OIL COMPANY ADVERTISING SIGN372

Antique type-R DC ammeter gauge is a no. 15399 made by
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co in St. Louis, USA. It measures 4-1/2"
deep x 9-1/2" in diameter.

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO DC AMMETER373

Circa early 1900s round pattern form B potential indicator was
manufactured by "General Electric Co, Schenectady, NY." It would
have been originally used with isolated motors and small lighting
plants. It measures approximately 8-1/2" across.

ANTIQUE DIRECT CURRENT POTENTIAL INDICATOR374

Early 1900s Thomson no. 146968 type A-Astatic Ammeter was
manufactured by General Electric Co, Schenectady, NY. It would
have originally been affixed to a massive control or switch panel
and used to measure current to auxiliary circuits (see ammeters "in
situ" from a period photograph). It measures 9-3/4" tall x 9-1/4"

ANTIQUE THOMSON ASTATIC AMMETER375
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wide x 4-1/4" deep.

Industrial gauge for measuring small electric currents is calibrated
in milliamperes. It measures 11" tall x 8-1/2" wide x 3" deep.

VINTAGE STANDARD MILLI-AMMETER376

Antique 1 cent candy vending machine features a cast iron base
with glass globe. Comes with the original factory stickers, plus
locks and keys. Penny machine is from the Hammerly News
Agency - Albany, Oregon. It measures 13" tall x 6-1/2" wide x 6"
deep and appears to be in good overall condition but the globe is
cracked.

ANTIQUE COLUMBIA VENDING 1c GUMBALL MACHINE377

Vintage Advance 10 cent candy vending machines feature metal
bases with plastic globes. Each measures approximately 15" tall x
7" square.

TWO VINTAGE 10c ADVANCE GUMBALL MACHINES378

Includes Red Cross, political, union, BPOE Elks, advertising for
Shell & Chevrolet, Portland Rose Festival, WWII era patriotic,
Pendleton Roundup, 4-H, Boy Scouts, US Navy, and others. Many
are local to the Portland Metro area and greater Oregon.

ANTIQUE PINBACK BUTTONS, BADGES & MORE379

Antique brass spittoon is marked "Property of Wells Fargo & Co.
Express." It measures 10" tall x 9-1/2" across and appears to be in
good overall condition.

BRASS WELLS FARGO STAGE COACH SPITTOON380

Rack was originally used in the Oregon City butcher shop. The
longest bar measures 110" long, horse & cowboy measures 12" x
14" wide and the bull measures 9" tall x 14" wide. Some assembly
required.

ANTIQUE BUTCHER SHOP MEAT RACK381

Two antique liquor decanters including one embossed "Silver
Pitcher Pure Rye" measuring 9-1/2" tall and a sun purpled decanter
embossed "Little Straight" measuring 10" tall to the top of the
stopper.

TWO ANTIQUE LIQUOR DECANTERS382

Antique National cash register model 313, circa 1910s features an
ornate brass case and marble plate above the drawer (damaged).
This machine has a serial number 889466. The dials are encased
inside glass on the front and back and an extracollection of number
keys are included. Cash machine measures 17" tall x 10-1/2" wide
x 16-1/2" deep.

ANTIQUE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER383

Includes a photo album filled with farm home photos of children,
family and animals circa 1910-1930s, assorted loose stamps and
stamp books, a girl scout calendar and more.

ASSORTED VINTAGE EPHEMERA384

Hudson's Bay Point Blanket features multicolor stripes on an
off-white ground It measures approximately 70" wide x 90" long and
appears to be in good overall condition.

HUDSON'S BAY WOOL CABIN BLANKET385

LOT #

Vintage blanket from Golden Dawn, JC Penney features a dark
brick red with black stripes. It measures approximately 72" wide x
94" long and appears to be in good overall condition.

VINTAGE RED WOOL BLANKET386

Fuchsia pink Pendleton blanket features satin edges. It measures
approximately 61"wide x 85" long and appears to have a dime-size
hole in the weave in the middle of the blanket.

PENDLETON WOOL BLANKET387

Vintage lithograph print features ranchers branding a cow, signed,
artist unknown. Framed behind glass in barnwood measuring
26-1/2" x 32" and appears to be in very good condition.

VINTAGE WESTERN LITHO388

Vintage homemade scrapbook features both black and white
photos and postcards. It measures 7" tall x 10" wide.

ANTIQUE & VINTAGE POSTCARDS & PHOTOS389

More than 115 antique holiday greetings and souvenir travel
postcards. Includes Halloween, Thanksgiving, Christmas, New
Year's, Valentine's Day, Easter, 4th of July, birthday wishes,
scenic, and humorous postcards. Most have writing and postmarks.

EARLY 1900s POSTCARD COLLECTION390

Includes 16 books relating to firearms.
ASSORTED BOOKS ABOUT GUNS391

Collection of 18 books including Stoeger's catalogs from the
1960s-70s, and Gun Digest.

STOEGER SHOOTER'S BIBLE & MORE392

Includes 24 western style books.
ASSORTED WESTERN NOVELS393

Includes 22 vintage weaponry reference books and catalogs.
ASSORTED GUN RELATED BOOKS394

Includes 18 editions of Gun Digest from 1953 through 1987.
COLLECTION OF GUN DIGEST395

Tote box includes many editions of "Guns & Ammo," "Shooting
Times Handgun Quarterly," "Complete Gun Annual," "American
Handgunner Tactical," and others from the 1960s through early
2000s.

ASSORTED FIREARM MAGAZINES396

Hide is believed to be caribou and measures approximately 53"
long x 36" wide. It appears to be in nice overall condition.
Provenance: From the collection of world class big game hunter,
Denny Brundage.

VINTAGE ANIMAL HIDE397

Very long fox pelt with lush winter coat and large tail. Total length
nose to tail is approximately 55". Provenance: From the collection
of world class big game hunter, Denny Brundage.

SILVER FOX PELT398
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It measures approximately 33" long x 91" wide. Provenance: From
the collection of world class big game hunter, Denny Brundage.

PARTIAL ANIMAL HIDE399

Very long fox pelt with attached limbs and paws. Pelt has two open
slits along the lower back. Total length from nose to tail is
approximately 55". Provenance: From the collection of world class
big game hunter, Denny Brundage.

COYOTE PELT400

Small sandy color fur animal (possibly kangaroo) pelt measures
approximately 60" long from top to tip of tail. Provenance: From the
collection of world class big game hunter, Denny Brundage.

SANDY FUR PELT401

Appears to be a wildebeest pelt, measuring approximately 46" tall x
70" wide. Provenance: From the collection of world class big game
hunter, Denny Brundage.

WILDEBEEST HIDE402

Small brown fur animal pelt measures approximately 34" long and
28" wide. Provenance: From the collection of world class big game
hunter, Denny Brundage.

BROWN FUR PELT403

Vintage buffalo skin measures approximately 100" long x 82" wide.
Provenance: From the collection of world class big game hunter,
Denny Brundage.

VINTAGE TANNED BISON HIDE404

Vintage buffalo skin measures approximately 66" long x 74" wide.
Provenance: From the collection of world class big game hunter,
Denny Brundage.

VINTAGE TANNED BISON HIDE405

It measures approximately 74" long x 54" wide. Provenance: From
the collection of world class big game hunter, Denny Brundage.

TANNED ANIMAL HIDE406

Vintage Colman Instant Lighting camp stove model 413E comes in
the original cardboard box and includes paper instruction manual.
The camp stove measures 6" x 22" x 13" and shows normal signs
of use.

1950s COLEMAN CAMP STOVE407

Vintage VHF/Marine/Radio Telephone is 1C-M2 model M2156A
made by Icom Incorporated. Comes in the original package with
operations manual and appears to be complete (but not confirmed).

VINTAGE ICOM IC-M2 RADIO TELEPHONE408

Vintage outdoor ice cooler by Thermos is a medium blue with
off-white interior. Chest measures 14-1/2" tall x 22" wide x 13-1/2"
deep and appears to be in good condition with normal signs of use.

1950s THERMOS ICE CHEST409

Vintage aluminum ice chest cooler by Kampkold features a hinge
lid and top handle. Cooler measures 14" tall x 21-1/2" wide x 10"
deep and appears to be in good condition with normal signs of use.

1960s KAMPKOLD ALUMINUM COOLER410

LOT #

Includes an "Old Pal" metal tackle box with fold out trays and a box
filled with assorted lures and other tackle.

VINTAGE TACKLE BOX & ASSORTED TACKLE411

Includes a 9-1/2' brown graphite custom made "Fisher" fly pole by
Gary Marlott and comes with a Sage case.

CUSTOM GARY MARLOTT "FISHER" FLY FISHING ROD412

Durable plastic tackle box includes several vintage fishing lures.
Box measures 6" tall x 12-1/2" wide x 6" deep.

VINTAGE TACKLE BOX & TACKLE413

Fish finder is a Wide One hundred and features exact fish depth
with ID, fish alarms, bottom alarm, Super-Twist 100x64 display,
and quick disconnect mounting system. Comes with original box
and paperwork.

HUMMINGBIRD WIDE ONE HUNDRED FISH FINDER414

Vintage padded shooting coat was made by Creedmoor Armory,
Oceanside, Calif. in a size 46. It appears to be in nice overall
condition.

VINTAGE RIGHT-HAND SHOOTING JACKET415

Vintage cast iron griddle features two handles and is marked "US
CMC-MFG-1951 O/C." It measures 19" long x 13" wide and
appears to be in good overall condition.

VINTAGE MILITARY - KOREAN WAR CAST IRON
GRIDDLE

416

Four pieces of cast iron including a Wagner Ware skillet, a small
unmarked skillet, a ladle marked "Reproduction from Original Old
Bullet Mold Ladle," and a 8" x 11" muffin pan.

ASSORTED CAST IRON COOKWARE417

Two antique cast iron pots - both with bail handles and one with
strainer in the bottom. Oval pot measures 6-1/4" tall x 14-1/2" wide
x 11" deep.

TWO ANTIQUE CAST IRON POTS418

Includes a hard case, Twin Stars Night Vision binoculars, a canvas
gear bag. Composite case features an eggshell foam interior and
measures 14" tall x 16" wide x 6" deep.

ASSORTED MISCELLANEOUS419

Assortment of vintage leather and canvas gun belts & holsters, gun
locks, and more.

ASSORTED GUN LOCKS, HOLSTERS & ACCESSORIES420

Includes eight assorted duck decoys including both hens and
drakes. Brands include Carry-Lite and Flambeau. Duck pictured on
top measures 7" tall x 14" long x 6" wide.

ASSORTED VINTAGE DUCK DECOYS421

Includes at least two rifle cleaning kits, several cleaning rods, four
empty wooden boxes and multiple stacking ammo crates.

ASSORTED CLEANING KITS & AMMO BOXES422
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LOT #

Four vintage prints featuring various Western and Native American
themes. Native American Indian print measures 19" tall x 28" wide.

ASSORTED NATIVE AMERICAN & WESTERN PRINTS423

Includes an Oregon Ducks Unlimited offset print by John L. Carter
(1997 Artist of the Year) titled "Flight Columbia" measuring 21-1/2"
tall x 27" wide and a North American Wildlife Conservation limited
edition offset print entitled "Winging South - Columbia Gorge"
signed by the artist Bill Pendergrass depicting Canadian Geese.

TWO VINTAGE DUCK PRINTS424

Two framed bird prints including one of wild turkeys and the other
of bob whites. Each measures 10" tall x 12-3/4" wide visible and is
matted & mounted behind glass in frames measuring 21-1/2" tall x
17-1/2" wide.

TWO VINTAGE FRAMED BIRD PRINTS425

Includes "Steens Mountain, in Oregon's high desert country" with
photography by Charles Conklin and text by E.R. Jackman & John
Scharff as well as "The Oregon Desert" by E.R. Jackman & R.A.
Long published by The Caxton Printers in 1977.

TWO BOOKS ON THE OREGON HIGH DESERT426

Turn of the century black and white yard long photograph features
an antique fire truck with the men of the Toledo fire department. It
is mounted behind glass in a frame measuring 9" tall x 32" wide.

ANTIQUE TOLEDO FIRE DEPARTMENT FRAMED PHOTO427

Vintage fireman's black hat is made of fiberglass. It measures 8"
tall x 11" wide x 13" deep and appears to be in nice overall
condition.

VINTAGE FIREMAN'S HELMET428

Circa 1920s fire extinguisher is made of brass and copper by the
Elkhart Brass Mfg. Co. It measures 24" tall x 7-1/4" in diameter and
appears to be in nice overall condition.

ELKHART BRASS MFG. FIRE EXTINGUISHER429

Lot of assorted fire safety grenades including two Red Comet
Automatic Safety Spray Fire Control systems. Largest measures
10" tall x 5-1/2" wide - local pickup only.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE FIRE SUPPRESSION GRENADES430

Vintage single-sided metal sign advertises "Avoid the Tragedy of
Fire or Burglary - Master Home Alarm Systems." It measures 12"
tall x 36" long x 1-3/4" deep and appears to be in good overall
condition with signs of surface rust.

VINTAGE MASTER HOME ALARM ADVERTISING SIGN431

Circa 1970s signs advertise "Pepsi" cola. Largest measures 10-1/2"
tall x 45" long x 1-1/2" deep.

THREE PEPSI COLA ADVERTISING SIGNS432

Vintage single-sided wood road sign reads "One Way" with arrow.
It measures 12" tall x 36" wide and appears to be in fair-good
overall condition with signs of wear and chipping to the edges.

VINTAGE "ONE WAY" ROAD SIGN433

LOT #

Four vintage road signs including a 9th Ave S.E (6" x 30")., N.
Ninth St. Oakdale Av., and a N. 11th street double-sided sign.

FOUR VINTAGE STREET SIGNS434

Vintage single-sided metal sign reads "WARNING - No Lifeguard
on duty, Violators will be prosecuted." It measures 12-1/4" tall x
21-1/2" wide and shows some signs of age and wear.

VINTAGE "WARNING - NO LIFEGUARD ON DUTY" SIGN435

Single-sided metal directional sign reads "Driftwood RV Park - .5
Mile." It measures 18" tall x 24" wide - someone has painted "Keep
out" on the reverse side.

VINTAGE DRIFTWOOD RV PARK SIGN436

Vintage double-sided metal sign reads "Caution - Wet Floor" and is
mounted on a metal stand. It measures 24-1/2" tall x 14" wide x 11"
deep overall and appears to be in nice overall condition (one side
shows signs of age).

VINTAGE "CAUTION WET FLOOR" SIGN437

Single-sided metal sign advertises "new Harris tools - Hollow
ground for more flexibility." Sign features a mounting bracket on the
back. It measures 9" tall x 12-1/2" wide and appears to be in good
overall condition.

NEW HARRIS TOOLS ADVERTISING SIGN438

Galvanized 5 gallon can is marked "Property of Standard Oil Co. of
California" and the lid is marked "Ellisco." Can stands 23" tall.

ANTIQUE 5 GALLON OIL CAN439

Includes a 1977 first release year bottling no. 6 Henry Weinhard's
Private Reserve cardboard case full of empty brown beer bottles
plus four Lindemans Belgian beer footed framboise glasses
measuring 8-1/4" tall.

VINTAGE BREWERIANA440

Includes an assortment of Portland Oregonian and Gazette
newspapers from the 1950s-1973 with headlines pertaining to
Nixon, Kennedy, Lee Harvey Oswald, and others. Also includes an
"Elect Harry Truman poster", two 1963 John F. Kennedy
In-Memoriam editions from Life and Post magazines with
accompanying letters, Stassen Candidate flyer, TV Guide and
more. The poster measures 18-1/2" tall x 14" wide.

ASSORTED VINTAGE EPHEMERA441

Assorted vintage advertising including a 10" tall Farmer Brothers
Commercial Coffee can, Corona Extra sign, Emergency Telephone
sign, Turkey scratch-off give away sign, and more.

ASSORTED VINTAGE ADVERTISING442

Assorted newspapers, Time magazine, fourteen issues of Life
magazine, and others. Includes historic events, 2000 - The Year in
Pictures and more. Each Life measures 14" tall x 10-1/2" wide.

ASSORTED VINTAGE MEDIA EPHEMERA443


